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John, 

It was great to have a version of my lost 
issue article without all those typos that were 
in the Comic Book Marketplace version 
finally see print!  Great too, having my former 
bossman do up a cover for that lost issue!  
And, getting Chris Khalaf to review my Marine 
Marauder stanza was a truly nice touch, a nifty 
capper to the proceedings, especially 
considering that he apparently liked that story 
far more than I did!  Do please pass along to 
Chris my appreciation for his kind words!   

Only found one mistake (within the whole 
book!) so far (and it's hardly any big deal) -- 
attributing the inking on “The Explanation” to 
Jim himself!  That ish was done while Jim was 
quite ill and needed assistance; the original 
credits on that story read "inked by an inker," 
due to the fact that the inker, one Frank 
Giacoia, was under contract to Marvel at that 
juncture and therefore wasn't supposed to be 
doing work over at DC!  But, all in all, though 
I'm obviously not someone who can be totally 
objective about this particular issue of the 
Chronicles, I nonetheless want it known that I 
view this baby as being a definite fun time to 
be had by all (and then some!)! 

Furthermoreover, all my best, 

Steve! 

 

Could it be true?  Are the rumors of his 
death greatly exaggerated?  Will Aquaman 
return as a Black Lantern?  Or is he already 
back as implied by the last issue of Final 
Crisis?  Does anybody really know? 

 
I don’t know about you, but I really hate 

wandering through the days of limbo that 
occur between revivals of the Aquaman 
series.  Never knowing where he will appear 
next, in which costume, in flashback or 
current continuity…  Well, you get the idea.  
He gets dropped into books right out of the 
blue, often acting out of character, and 
usually with no connection to where his 
series left off at the last cancellation. 

 
And so, we the Aquaman fans, have to 

be satisfied with teases and false promises.  
I refuse to believe the plethora of Internet 
rumors stating everything from Geoff Johns 
to Grant Morrison will be writing his new 
series.  Until Dan Didio or Paul Levitz tells 
me in person what DC’s next move is, I will 
remain the Doubting Thomas. 

 
However, that does not mean that I am 

not trying to pry that information out of the 
Powers-That-Be.  I will continue to haunt as 
many comic conventions as possible and 
will pursue my inside contacts to see what 
information they can leak or accidentally 
spill. 

 
In the meantime, I have an interview 

lined up with the one and only Ramona 
Fradon and I am working with Phil Jimenez 
and many other artists on a tribute to Neal 
Pozner.  Hopefully, I will continue to amaze 
and surprise you with the many projects I 
have in the works. 

 
Oh, and please take a moment and fill 

out the enclosed survey so that I can 
continue to provide the very best in 
Aquaman history for you. 

 
 – John 
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by John Schwirian 
 

When last we spoke, the series 52 had 
ended, Aquaman (Arthur Curry/King Orin) had 
―died,‖ and we were launched into the new 
weekly series Countdown.  Aquaman: Sword of 
Atlantis was cancelled and we were left with the 
new Aquaman – Arthur Joseph Curry (whom I 
affectionately call Artie Joe), who may or may 
not be Orin’s cousin or his clone, and who may 
or may not be in possession of his predecessor’s 
memories. 

In a false sense of hope, I looked to the All-
New Booster Gold believing that the series was 
dropping hints of another relaunch of an 
Aquaman series.  Looks like I was wrong and 
Aquaman is doomed to cameos and flashback 
appearances. 

It appears that the powers-that-be at DC are 
unsure as to what to do with Aquaman.  I once 
heard Dan Didio say that he wished he knew 
how to make Aquaman sell.  I fear it will be a 
while before Aquaman returns to big scene in 
the DC universe.  As any long-time Aquaman 
fan will tell you, this is not the first time 
Aquaman was banished into obscurity, and it 
probably won’t be the last. 

Don’t believe me?  Then look 
at the interview with Judd Winick 
in Wizard Magazine #199 (May 
2008).  While discussing the 
launching of the new Titans title, 
interviewer Jeremy Brown asked 
―from what we have been hearing, 
Aqualad/Tempest will not be 
featured in the book.  Why not?‖  
Winick replied, ―I’m gonna take the 
fifth on Tempest.  Sometimes 
silence says more.  Capice?‖  As 
further evidence, Winick briefly 
remarked on Garth’s absence from 
the team in Titans #2 (July 2008). 

Internet rumors abound about 
a relaunch for Aquaman and 
friends.  Some report that Geoff 
Johns will write a new series 
following Final Crisis with Ethan 
Van Sciver (Van Sciver has denied 
this).   Other  rumors  identify Brian 
Azzarello (writer of 100 Bullets) or  

 
J. Michael Straczynski as the new author.  I 
believe nothing until I hold the new book in my 
hands. 

Still, Aquaman and family have not been 
completely invisible all this time, and Grant 
Morrison has delivered a glimmer of hope in 
Final Crisis.  So while we patiently wait for the 
return of our favorite come series here is a quick 
rundown on all of the appearances of Aquaman 
and his friends and foes in the last year and a 
half. 

 

The Titans worry over 
the absence of ―Garth‖ in 
Titans #2.  The readers 

share their concerns. 

Wizard MagazineNames 

the 200 Greatest 

Characters of All Time 
 

As part of the celebration of their 
200th issue, Wizard Magazine 
counted off a list of 200 comic 
book characters that their staff 
felt ―transcended their original 

concepts …[and still] resonate in 
2008.‖  As the introduction 

states:  ―In some cases, we’ve 
followed their stories for decades; 

others made only a single, but 
spectacular, impression.‖ 

It is unclear how, if at all, the 200 
characters they chose are ranked 

in the order they appear, but I 
was pleasantly surprised to 

discover that Aquaman made the 
list – and in a complimentary 

manner to boot!  Still, he did not 
warrant an accompanying 

illustration like many other 
characters did.  Oh well, we 
should be glad for whatever 

recognition he can get these days! 
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Arthur Joseph Curry - The Sword of 

Atlantis 
 

Artie Joe is mentioned in Green 
Arrow/Black Canary #4 (March 2008) and is 
seen briefly in Superman #666 (October 2007), 
the Justice League Wedding Special (November 
2007) and in Shadowpact #24 (June 2008).  And 
while we should be happy that Artie Joe got a 
cover appearance and full guest-star treatment 
(accompanied by Aquagirl and King Shark) in 
Superman/Batman #45 (March 2008), the story 
was a complete disappointment as Artie Joe was 
completely out of character and his conflict with 
Superman and Batman over a kryptonite meteor 

in the ocean made no sense.   
 
On a more positive note, 

The Infinite Halloween 
Special #1 (December 2007) 
contained ―Children of the 
Deep,‖a nifty 6-page story 
narrated by Dr. Destiny 
(written by Tony Bedard with 
art by Sebastian Fiumara) 
telling of Artie-Joe’s chilling 
encounter with a trio of 
Kelpies. 

Left:  Artie Joe, King 
Shark, and Lorena protest 
the removal of deep sea 
kryptonite in Superman 
Batman #45 
 
Below:  Arthur Joseph 
introduces himself to a trio 
of bewitching Kelpies. 

AQUA-SIGHTINGS TIMELINE 
 

October 2007 
Superman #666 

 
November 2007 

Green Arrow Black Canary Wedding 
Special 

JLA Classified #42-46 
Justice League of America #13 

Justice League Wedding Special 
Superman Confidential #6 

Teen Titans #51 
 

December 2007 
Countdown #18 

Infinite Halloween Special #1 
JLA Classified #43 

Superman Batman #41 
Superman Confidential #7 

Teen Titans #52 
 

January 2008 
Countdown #15 

JLA Classified #44 
Superman Batman #43 

Teen Titans #53 
Titans East Special #1 

 
February 2008 
Countdown #9 

Countdown Arena #1 
JLA Classified #45 

Search for Ray Palmer:  
Superwoman Batwoman #1 

Teen Titans #54 
 

March 2008 
Green Arrow Black Canary #4 

JLA Classified #46 
Superman Batman #45 

Wonder Girl #5 
 

April 2008 
Brave and the Bold #10 

 
May 2008 

Catwoman #77 
 

June 2008 
DC Universe #0 
Shadowpact #24 

Titans #2 
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Garth – Aqualad - Tempest 

 
And what did happen to poor Garth?  When 

last seen, Tempest was unable to breathe 
underwater or access his magical skills as he 
swam off with the mysterious woman called 
Leah to visit some secretive undersea society.  
While this remains unresolved, he manages to 
somehow show up at Green Arrow’s bachelor 
party in the Justice League Wedding Special 
and the next day’s ceremony in the Green 
Arrow/Black Canary Wedding Special (both in 
November 2007).  This is not merely an artist’s 
error or an editorial oversight as Judd Winick 
confirms it in Titans #2 (June 2008).  
Apparently, Garth managed to overcome his 
problems, as he is seen operating at full strength 
in Final Crisis #6.   

 
Putting the Tempest 

mystery aside for the moment, 
look to Wonder Girl #5 (March 
2008), Flash #245 (December 
2008), Superman/Batman #43 
(January 2008), and Titans #9 
(May 2009) for Aqualad 
flashback cameos. 

Above:  Garth attends Green Arrow’s bachelor 
party, but is only seen talking to an unidentifiable 
person in a green jacket.  Later, he is in the group 
picture at the wedding, standing behind Animal 
Man, Cyborg, and two unidentifiable persons. 
 
Left:  Tempest extinguishes Hawkgirl’s burning 
wings as the heroes try to defend Checkmate’s 
fortress against the forces of Darkseid. 

AQUA-SIGHTINGS TIMELINE 
 

July 2008 
Final Crisis #1 

Final Crisis Sketchbook 
 

August 2008 
Final Crisis #2 

JLA Classified #51 
 

September 2008 
Catwoman #81 
Final Crisis #3 

Final Crisis: Requiem #1 
JLA Classified #52 

Wonder Woman #22 
 

October 2008 
Ambush Bug: Year None #2 

Blue Beetle #30 
Final Crisis: Rogues’ Revenge #2 

JLA Classified #53 
 

November 2008 
Ambush Bug: Year None #3 

Final Crisis #4 
JLA Classified #54 

Justice League of America #25 
 

December 2008 
Final Crisis #5 

Flash #245 
Justice League of America #26 

Secret Six #2 
Terror Titans #1 

 
January 2009 
Final Crisis #6 

Terror Titans #2 
 

February 2009 
DC Universe Holiday Special #1 

Final Crisis #7 
Final Crisis Secret Files 

Secret Six #4 
 

March 2009 
Faces of Evil: Prometheus #1 

Justice League of America #29 
Teen Titans #67 
Terror Titans #4 

Titans #9 
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Aquagirls – Tula and Lorena 
 

While Mera has completely dropped out of 
sight, Lorena, the new Aquagirl, pops up in 
Superman/Batman #45 (March 2008) and is a 
member an alternate future’s Titans of 
Tomorrow in Teen Titans #51-54 (November 
2007-February 2008).  She is captured by the 
Darkseid Club and forced to battle other teen 
heroes in gladiatorial combat in Terror Titans 
#1-6 (December 2008-May 2009).  Following 
the Terror Titans mini-series, she will join the 
Teen Titans and appear regularly in that title. 

Our favorite ghost, Tula the Aquagirl, 
haunts us once more when Kid Eternity 
summons her shade to defend him from Brother 
Blood in Teen Titans #67 (March 2009). 

Mermaid Lori Lemaris returns to bother the 
Man of Steel in Superman Confidential #6-7 
(November-December 2007) and hero wannabe 
Lagoon Boy joins Cyborg’s new team only to be 
nearly killed in the Titans East Special #1 
(January 2008).   

Oh yeah, Jerro the Merboy returns in 
Ambush Bug: Year None #3 (November 2008). 

 

Elseworlds 
 
Alternate Earth Aquamen were somewhat 

popular during the great Countdown.  The 
Aquaman of Earth 51 makes cameos in 
Countdown #18 and 15 (December 2007 and 
January 2008).  One Aquaman (presumably 
from the world of Alan Davis’ Elseworld’s tale 
The Nail) is brutally murdered by Monarch in 
Countdown Arena #1 (February 2008).  The 
most interesting alternate Aquaman is 
undoubtedly the totally tough Aquawoman of 
Earth-11 (a world where all the characters’ 
genders are the opposite of tradition) in the 
Search for Ray Palmer: Superwoman & 
Batwoman (February 2008).   

Above Left:  Lorena and the 
new Terra in a war of water 
and stone in Terror Titans #4. 
 
Above:  The ghost of Tula is 
summoned by Ked Eternity to 
fight Brother Blood in Teen 
Titans #67. 
 
Left:  Lagoon Boy teams up 
with Cyborg and several other 
third string teen heroes in 
Titans Special East #1. 

Left:  The heroes of Earth 51 are slaughtered by Monarch in 
Countdown: Arena #1. 
Below:  Aquawoman Anna of Earth 11 (Search for Ray Palmer: 
Superwoman and Batwoman #1). 
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The Aquafoes: 
Black Manta, Ocean Master, Fisherman & 

King Shark 
 

When the villains reunite under the banner 
of the Secret Society, Black Manta can be seen 
lurking in the background, but not taking an 
active role in any of their plans.  For instance, he 
is shown on one of the two covers for Justice 
League of America #13 (November 2007) but 
makes no appearance in the story.  And if you 
look very carefully, you can find him slinking 
around the Hall of Doom in the Justice League 
Wedding Special (November 2007) only to 
discover that he does not join his fellow super 
criminals in their attack on the heroes’ wedding 
party.  This is fortunate for Black Manta, as the 
foes are all taken into custody and shipped off 
by Amanda Waller (of Suicide Squad and 
Checkmate fame) to a dangerous and deadly far 
away planet (as seen in the mini-series Salvation 
Run).  In fact, all of the Aquafoes somehow 
manage to avoid this fate (most likely because 
Waller lacks the resources to search beneath the 
waves).  During the Final Crisis, Black Manta 
stayed hidden in the ocean’s depths and is 
puzzled why Libra would expend so many 
resources hunting down the members of Flash’s 
rogues gallery when Manta is obviously more 
dangerous (Final Crisis: Rogue’s Revenge #2 
October 2008). 

 
 
 
 
Ocean Master can be 

seen again in Justice 
League of America #25-
26 (November-December 
2008), but not as a villain.  
In this alternate timeline, 
he is the champion of 
Atlantis and a member of 
the Justice League. 

However, on at least one alternate Earth, 
Aquaman’s archenemies came to a quick end in 
Countdown #15 (January 2008), where the 
Batman of Earth 51 admits to eliminating crime 
on that world by single-handedly killing all the 
super villains, a fact he proves by displaying 
various trophies – including the helmets of the 
Fisherman and Black Manta!   

 
Perhaps the most embarrassing Black 

Manta cameo came when Catwoman raided a 
socialite party where the guests were dressed as 
super villains, and one such role-player wore a 
black scuba suit with a clunky imitation manta 
helmet (Catwoman #81, September 2008). 

Still, Manta is not limited to minor cameos 
during this time, as Countdown #9 (February 
2008) treated us to his secret origin, which shed 
little light on how he became Black Manta and 
instead recounted the villain’s history battling 
Aquaman.  He also is seen aiding renegade 

Ocean Master, on the other hand, is one of 
Libra’s first recruits, unaware that, as Darkseid’s 
herald, Libra plans to subjugate everyone – good 
and evil (Final Crisis #1-2, July-August 2008). 

Above:  Black Manta gripes about all the attention the Rogues 
are getting. 
 
Below:  Ocean Master is among the criminal elite invited to 
watch the execution of the Martian Manhunter. 
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villains in Secret Six #2 (December 2008) by 
renting them his manta submarine. 

 
And speaking of the Secret Six, King Shark 

turns up amongst a group of mercenaries hunting 
the Six for the bounty the criminal mastermind 
―Junior‖ is offering for their deaths or capture.  
This was not a good idea for King Shark as he 
wound up getting his arm ripped off and his jaw 
broken during the attack on the Six (Secret Six 
#2-5, December 2008 – March 2009). 

 
Junior Waveman and Aquazon 

 
In the meantime, enjoy the somewhat 

bizarre adventures of Junior Waveman and 
Aquazon from Japan.  First appearing in the 
Final Crisis Sketchbook (July 2008), Junior 
Waveman and Aquazon appear to be the 
Japanese equivalent of Aquaman and Aqualad 
(Aquagirl?).  However, after seeing more of 
them in Final Crisis #2-7 (August 2008-March 
2009), the resemblance is only superficial.  
Junior Waveman was a member of a team of 
heroes known as the Big Science Action that 
battled the giant monsters that once frequently 
attacked Tokyo.  Aquazon of the Super Young 
Team, as stated in the Sketchbook, is ―Shiny 
Happy Aquazon:  Giggly, shy, annoyingly cute 
but fiercely brave denizen of the deep.  She’s the 
amphibious, defiant offspring of Junior 
Waveman Kimura and uses special underwater 
machines to fight 
alongside her teammates.  
She’s not very good at 
what she does, but 
everyone likes her and 
nobody wants to say 
anything.‖  Apparently, 
Big Atomic Lantern Boy 
has a crush on her, but she 
secretly loves Sonic 
Lightning Flash. 

Ultimately, in Final 
Crisis #7, it is revealed that 
the Super Young Team is 
actually the incarnation of 
the Forever People of the 
5th World. 

 

Above: King Shark suffers at the hands of the Secret 
Six. 
Below: Junior Waveman and Aquazon of Final Crisis. 
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Aquaman – Arthur Curry / Orin 
 
As for the classic Arthur Curry Aquaman, 

with or without beard and hook, we have to 
settle for flashbacks, alternate realities, and 
dream sequences.  DC Universe #0 (June 2008) 
dignifies Aquaman with a one-panel JLA 
flashback.  Look for a cameo in the Dr. Light 
origin sequence in Countdown #18 (December 
2007) and in Black Manta’s origin in 
Countdown #9 (February 2008).  Similarly, 
Aquaman appears in flashbacks during the 
retelling of Starbreaker’s and Prometheus’ 
biographies in Justice League of America #27 
(March 2009) and Faces of 
Evil: Prometheus #1 (March 
2009).  He also makes a single 
panel appearance in Ambush 
Bug: Year None #2 (October 
2008).  Aquaman’s least 
flattering appearance is in Blue 
Beetle #30 (October 2008) 
where he shows up as a 
wooden cut out in a putt-putt 
golf course. 

Aquaman seems to be that which dreams 
are made of as seen in Superman Batman #41 
(December 2007).  In Catwoman #77 (May 
2008), when Selina Kyle finds herself exiled to 
another planet, she is captured by an alien 
machine that grants her fantasies of being more 
powerful than all of the other super heroes, with 
Aquaman briefly appearing in a horde of heroes 
set to oppose her.  In a similar dream sequence 
in Wonder Woman #22 (September 2008), 
Diana fantasizes that Aquaman (with beard and 
hook) bows in worship of her. 

At least Aquaman was given some 
attention in JLA Classified #42-46, 51, 53, 
and 54 (November 2007 – May 2008), even 
if those technically are tales from the past.  
Oddly enough, the most enjoyable of all the 
classic Aquaman appearances recently was 
the revelation of an ―untold‖ sequence of 
events that preceded Aquaman and Mera’s 
wedding.  With a great script by Mark Waid 
and gorgeous art by George Perez, The 

Brave and the Bold #10 (April 2008) tells of 
Aquaman, Aqualad, and the Teen Titans’ role in 
the maddening scheme of Megistus the 
alchemist in his search for powerful artifacts.  
*Sigh* - this tale brought back many pleasant 
memories of simpler days… 

Ah – an important clue to future events in the DC universe is 
dropped in the Aquaman tale in The Brave and the Bold #10. 
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Sadly, the same can’t be said for the Dan 

Didio story in DC Universe Holiday Special #1 
(February 2009).  Beautifully illustrated by Ian 
Churchill, this tale is a retelling of Joseph and 
Mary’s search for a place of shelter to bear their 
child and of the visitation of the Magi.  
Aquaman is dark, violent, and merciless, 
sending several pirates to their doom beneath the 
waves.  Still, the story ends on a note of hope, 
both for Aquaman and the reader, for this could 
be no other than the one, true Aquaman. 

 
Further proof of the return of the sea king is 

found in Final Crisis.  For the first time in ages, 
Aquaman appeared in his classic uniform at the 
funeral of the Martian Manhunter in Final 
Crisis: Requiem (September 2008).  Then, as if 
to add to the confusion, we are soon informed by 
Oracle in Final Crisis #3 (September 2008) that 
this guy is the NEW Aquaman – whatever that 
means (perhaps that he is the newest guy on the 
scene to call himself Aquaman).   

 
Final Crisis Secret 

Files (February 2009) 
shows a sketch by J.G. 
Jones accompanied by 
notes from Grant 
Morrison stating that 
this Aquaman will look 
the way everyone 
expects, but that he will 
be more ―bad-ass‖ than 
before.  Most intriguing 
of all is the fulfillment 
of a prophecy in Final 
Crisis #7 (March 2009) 
as ―ARTHUR of Atlantis 
returns in his people’s 
time of greatest need.‖  
While it sure looks like 
the classic Aquaman is 
back again, it is hard to 
say anything for sure in 
this rapidly changing 
DC universe. 
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by John Schwirian 
 

I guess it's either feast of famine when it comes to being an Aquaman fan.  
While Arthur Curry may be hard to find in the comic books, there seems to be a 
never ending supply of new Aquaman figures hitting the shelves this year.  
Between DC Direct and Mattel Toys, I can see a lot of my hard earned dollars 
disappearing this year into action figures. 

 
New from DC Direct 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HISTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE: SERIES 2: 

AQUAMAN Action Figure  

BASED ON THE ART OF GEORGE PÉREZ 
 

The exciting new action figure line continues! DC Direct 
presents figures to add to the ongoing line that spans the 
history of the DC Universe, as presente d by artist George 

Pérez in the classic book THE HISTORY OF THE DC 
UNIVERSE! 

 
Planned to include more characters than any DC Direct line 

ever, THE HISTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE will help fulfill 
the requests for many fan favorite characters. 

 
The Aquaman figure stands at 6.75" high and features multiple 
points of articulation and a base. 4-color clamshell blister card 

packaging.  

 
On Sale July 15, 2009 

SUPERMAN/BATMAN: SERIES 7: 

AQUAMAN Action Figure 

DESIGNED BY SHANE DAVIS 
 

The popular Superman/Batman series of 
action figures hits lucky 7! 

 
From the popular story arc "Search for 

Kryptonite," in which Superman and Batman 
attempt to rid the world of Kryptonite! 

 
The Aquaman figure stands at 6.75" and 

features multiple points of articulation and a 
base. 4-color clamshell blister card  

packaging. 
 

On Sale May 6, 2009 
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 HEROES OF THE DC UNIVERSE: 

AQUAMAN Bust  
 

DESIGNED BY CARLOS PACHECO; 
SCULPTED BY JEAN ST. JEAN 

 
Aquaman emerges from the depths, 

trident in hand, to become a part of the 
HEROES OF THE DC UNIVERSE busts 

line-up! 
 

With a base featuring an octopus that's 

joined him in battle, this bust is the 
perfect complement to the bust of 

Aquaman's wife, Mera. 
 

Hand-painted, cold-cast in porcelain and 
packaged in a 4-color box, this bust 

measures approximately 6.25" high x 3" 
wide x 5.25" deep.  

Manufactured to order. 
 

$70.00 US | On Sale October 21, 2009 

WOMEN OF THE DC UNIVERSE: 
MERA Bust  

 
SCULPTED BY BARSOM 

 
Mera, the amphibious beauty from 

another dimension, joins the popular 
WOMEN OF THE DC UNIVERSE line of 

busts! 

 
Posed atop a base featuring a swimming 

octopus, the Mera Bust is the perfect 
companion to the HEROES OF THE DC 

UNIVERSE: AQUAMAN BUST. 
 

Measuring approximately 5" high x 3" 
wide x 3.5" deep, this hand-painted, 

cold-cast porcelain bust is packaged in a 
4-color box.  Manufactured to order.  

 

$55.00 US 
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In 2007, Mattel Toys decided to consolidate its Batman action figure line 

with all of its DC licensed holding and related the DC Universe line, which 
would allow Mattel to produce a wide range of characters from DC comic 
books. The first series hit the toy shelves in early 2008.  So far, 9 series of 
figures have been announced, with six characters in each series (not counting 
variants). 

Aquaman and Black Manta were featured in the 2nd series with a variant 
Aquaman figure also available. Oddly enough, the variant seems to be more 
common so far than the standard figure. 

 Aquaman: Arthur Curry - is the old 
fashioned, short haired, beardless and two-handed Aquaman wearing 
his traditional orange and green. 

 
 Aquaman: Arthur Joseph Curry - based 

on the Sword of Atlantis Aquaman, the 
only real difference between the two 
Aquaman figures is that this one has 
longer hair and wears golden arm bands 
instead of green gloves. 

 
 Black Manta - the villain we love to hate, 

complete with a trident and an 
underwater blaster. 

 
 
 
 
 

Series 7, which is scheduled to 
appear in toy stores in March 2009, 
includes the first ever Aquaman 
figure in the blue, black, and white 
"camouflage" costume from the 
1986 mini-series. 

 
 Ocean Warrior Aquaman 

(Blue costume) 
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Mattel has also announced a multitude of new Justice League Unlimited action figures 
scheduled to appear as Target exclusives sometime in 2009. 
 

 
 

Devil Ray 
The animated series' answer to Black Manta, created 

because the rights to the Aquaman cast became tied up 
in the failed attempt to launch a live action weekly 

television drama on the Warner Bros. Network (which 
became the CW Network shortly thereafter). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aquaman 

A combination of the cartoon look and the classic appearance, as this figure 
wears the traditional orange and green costume and has two hands, but also 

sports the long hair, goatee, and earring from the JLU series. 
 
 

Photo courtesy of Rob Kelly - Feb 2009 
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 Mattel Toys launched a new toy 
line in January 2009 designed to tie in with 
the new television animated series on 
Cartoon Network.  The Batman: The Brave 
and the Bold Action Figure Line promises to 
feature not only a variety of Batman figure 
in different gear and costume variations, but 
it also will provide a wide range of 
characters from the cartoon series. Already 
in toy stores are the Aquaman with Sea 
Spear and the Black Manta with Skiff Ripper 
figures.  Shipping later this year is the deluxe 
package Power Prop Aquaman.  Also keep 
an eye out for a set of Aquaman Versus 
Black Manta mini-pack (hopefully before 
December 2009). 
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DC Super Friends 

 
New for 2007 is DC Super Friends™, a kid-friendly line of action figures and accessories that introduces little ones 
to the world of super heroes with easy-to-use play features, including the My First Batmobile™ vehicle.  With air-

powered action figures and big buttons to activate lights and sounds, this line provides big excitement for little 
hands. 

 
DC Super Friends Basic Figure: Little kids will love the big action of Mattel's new DC Super Friends™ basic figure 

assortment. Featuring Superman™, Batman™, the Flash™, Aquaman™ along with other character figures, DC 
Super Friends™ introduces kids to the ultimate Super Hero universe with easy-to-use features. Each basic figure 
comes with an air-powered accessory so youngsters can play, protect their hometown and capture the bad guys 

alongside the galaxy's greatest heroes. 
A.R.P.: $7.99 Age: 2+ Available July 2007 
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Former fashion designer Robert Tonner brings us the latest in his series of DC Stars Dolls - Mera, Queen of 

Atlantis, in evening gown.  Tonner's dolls are highly collectible, and very expensive, but they are worth every 
penny.  The quality of every doll is miles beyond Mattel's Barbie dolls.  Additionally, this is only the third Mera 
doll or figure ever made (DC Direct's mini-bust will be #4).  The first was the now extremely rare Ideal Super 
Queen Mera (a companion to the Captain Action line) in 1967, with the second appearing FORTY years later as a 
promotional figure at a Tonner Co. seminar, which of course makes it very hard to find. 

Not that this Mera will be any easier to obtain.  She can only be purchased through the company's web-site.  
Check out http://www.tonnerdoll.com/dcstars.htm and scroll down to the Mera doll if you are interested. 

 

MERA, Queen of Atlantis 
DRESSED TONNER CHARACTER FIGURE™ 

T8-DCDD-02 
LE200 

$159.99 
MERA VARIANT 

Women of Power Series - Exclusive to TONNERDIRECT.com 

http://groups.yahoo.com/
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EAGLEMOSS PUBLISHING GROUP LTD in England 
has long produced a series of lead figurines based on the heroes 
and villains of the Marvel Comics Company.  Starting in 
January 2009, they have begun shipping their new line of DC 
characters to the United States. 

Titled The DC Superhero Collection Figurine Magazine 
series, each painted lead figure is accompanied by a unique 20-
page fact-based magazine that provides a chronicle of the 
character's history and tells you everything you need to know 
about the featured character. 

Eaglemoss has confirmed production of 80 figures in this 
line and expects to produce more.  Sixty figures and magazines 
are currently available in the United Kingdom.  Fewer than thirty 
of those figures have been offered in the USA. 

Aquaman is #31 in the series and is scheduled to ship in 
May with a $14.00 price tag.  As you can tell from the image 
below, the figure is most likely based on the painting by Alex 
Ross. 
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PRESENTS: 
 

 

 
by John Schwirian 

 
Seeing as how the theme of this issue is The Brave and the Bold, we thought we should 

take a few minutes and catch up with the latest from our old friend and supporter, comic book 
writer and editor Mark Waid.  Mark, along with George Perez, recently took readers on a wild 
and dizzying spin through the DC universe in the new Brave and the Bold and now holds the 
title of Editor-in-Chief at Boom! Studios.  In between convention appearances and his many 
comic book duties, Mark managed to find the time to answer a few questions for us. 

 
JS – Considering the lack of success in team-up 

books these days, why bring back The Brave 
and the Bold?  Was it your idea, or DC’s to 
relaunch this title? 

MW – It was something Dan Didio spearheaded, 

and the feeling in-house was that it was 

overdue for an overhaul.  The initial idea I 

had was to use it as a sort of guided, 

reader-friendly tour through the post-

Infinite Crisis DC Universe, but that kinda 

fell by the wayside very, very quickly as it 

became apparent how much of that 

continuity is still in flux and still in 

development.  For instance, I would loved to 

have used Captain Marvel or the current 

Aquaman, just to name two characters, but 

at the time even their editors couldn't tell 

me exactly what was going on with them (!), 

and I didn't want to contradict anything. 
 

JS – Why not use a celebrity anchor character like 
Batman or Spider-Man to sell the book rather 
than two new co-stars each month? 

MW – More variety--again, the goal was to 

introduce new DCU readers to the entire 

DCU.  The best and most successful 

example of that was that we were able to 

give a slight sales boost to the new, 

excellent Blue Beetle series early on.  I'd 

have loved to have done more of that--but 

as sales started to slip, the pressure was on 

to make sure there were more "headliners" 

in the book, understandably. 

 

JS – I was impressed by how well you used your 
knowledge of the DC universe’s history to 
enrich each story.  Was this done to draw 
attention to details important to upcoming 
events, or simply a personal indulgence? 

MW – Personal indulgence.  But never, never, never, 

ever at the expense of storytelling clarity.  

Anything you needed to know to understand 

a B&B story was IN THAT STORY, swear to 

God.  

 

One of Mark Waid’s goals as 
the writer of the new Brave and 
the Bold book was to use the series 
as a guided tour of the DC 
Universe.  A team-up title serves 
as the perfect vehicle to carry the 
readers to every corner of the DC 
Universe, from the planet Rann to 
the depths of Atlantis to the grimy 
alleys of Gotham City.   

Waid also saw this as the 
perfect opportunity to bring 
together characters you normally 
would not see together and 
explore how they would relate to 
one another. 

Additionally, there is no limit on 
guest stars and underused 
characters in the Brave and the 
Bold’s pages.  This was a chance to  
 

play with the unseen corners of the 
DCU, allowing for the inclusion of 
characters, places, and devices that 
would touch on events occurring in 
other DC titles. 

Waid felt that the series should 
have a sense of momentum to it 
rather than being a series of 
independent, stand-alone stories 
with no impact outside of that 
particular issue.  Evidently, DC 
management disagreed with this 
theory as, with Waid’s departure 
from Brave and the Bold, the series 
has become one of short, stand-
alone stories with no relation to any 
other book or event in  DC 
continuity. 
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JS – Were there any characters or 

pairings you were forbidden to 
use? 

MW – Just the Vertigo characters, 

which is a long-standing DCU 

rule--no Swamp Thing, no 

Hellblazer.  Deadman was off-

limits earlier on, but once the 

Vertigo series was cancelled, he 

was back on the table. 
 

JS – Likewise, were you encouraged to 
use certain characters to help set 
up other events in the DC 
universe? 

MW – I begged to do so, but no one has 

any sane idea WHAT'S going on 

at DC in terms of future events. 
 

JS – Magistus turned out to be the villain 
manipulating events throughout the first 
twelve issues.  He seems to be a heavy-weight 
hitter with roots in all corners of the DC 
universe (for instance, when he told 
Superman that he’d been to Krypton).  Did 
you intend for him to become a major player 
someday, or was he merely a pinch-hitter 
meant 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
meant to distract and 
entice the readers about 
Final Crisis? 
 

MW – Well, the goal was to 

set him up as a heavy-

hitter, but as thirty 

years of superhero 

comics history will 

demonstrate, that 

works almost none of 

the time.  Villains 

generally only become 

"heavy hitters" when 

another writer takes 

them out for a spin 

later and "validates" 

them. 
 

JS – I assume George Perez left the book to do 
Legion of Three Worlds, but why did you 
quit Brave and the Bold? 

MW – I was asked to leave to make room for JMS 

[J. Michael Straczynski]. 
 

Sometime in 2009, J. Michael Straczynski (creator of television’s Babylon 5) will leave Marvel 

Comics and sink his teeth into the DC Universe.  The Brave and the Bold will be one of the titles 

he will write and is already tossing daring ideas around.  A massive DC fan, Straczynski was drawn 

to Brave and Bold as it would allow him access to a wide variety of characters without having to 

worry about continuity too much.  He plans to keep the stories contained to one or two issues and 

wants to create new/unique pairings like Batman and the Haunted Tank, the Atom and the Joker, 

Deadman and Wonder Woman, among others.  It is rumored that his first issue will feature Batman 

paired with the original Spectre (Jim Corrigan), but it is the advertised introduction of Archie 

Comics super heroes to the DC Universe that is drawing all the attention.  That’s right – the Fly, 

the Shield, the Black Hood, and the  

rest of the Mighty Crusaders are 

set to meet Batman in the pages of 

Brave and the Bold. 

 

I’m not sure if I should be 

excited … or scared – very, very 

scared! 

Left:  Batman squares off against 
the Shield and the Black 

Hood. 

Magistus 
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JS –Why do you think DC and Marvel are locked 
into the mind-set of exclusive contracts with 
writers and artists?  Is it still even possible for 
someone to freelance to more than one 
company? 

MW – Sure.  I'm doing it, for instance.  But 

freelancers like exclusives just as much as 

the companies do; they like the security of 

knowing they have a gig, and most of all, 

that's the only way a lot of them can buy 

into health insurance plans that aren't 

prohibitively expensive. 

JS –How do you like being Editor-in-Chief of 
Boom! Studios as opposed to being a writer? 

MW – Love it, though I do miss the writing.  We've 

hired a crackerjack managing editor, 

however--Matt Gagnon--who's taking on 

more of the administrative stuff so I can 

turn my attention back to creative. 

 

JS –Boom! Studios seems to specialize in 
horror/adventure series like Zombie Tales, 
Farscape, and H.P. Lovecr aft (Tales of 
Cthulhu).  Any plans to expand into other 
genres?  

MW – No concrete plans--those seem to work best 

for us--but we're always eager to 

experiment. 

 

JS – I read that Boom! Studios worked out a deal 
with Disney Publishing to start producing 
comics based on Pixar characters (Toy Story, 
Finding Nemo, etc.).  Any chance of getting 
the rights to the old Crossgen titles (now 
owned by Disney) and finishing that epic 
storyline? 

MW – Huh. You know, it seems unlikely, but it never 

occurred to me.  Maybe that's because my 

nose starts to bleed every time I hear the 

word "CrossGen."  I can ask.... 

BOOM! Studios’ Founder Ross Richie and 
Editor-in-Chief Mark Waid 

Above and below:  Just a sampling of some of the fine 
products from Boom! Studios. 
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AQUAMAN: Title TBD 
A One-Issue Prestige Format 

Mark Waid/Mike Wieringo 
Preliminary Pitch/August 3, 2003 

 
I am so sick of people making fun of Aquaman that 

I’m beginning to take it personally.  For the last ten years 
or so, the way we’ve been scrambling to combat 
Aquaman’s ―Dork of the Sea‖ image--and I’ve been guilty 
of trying this, too--is by making Aquaman increasingly 
darker, grittier, and tougher, the brooding, angry king beset 
with trouble.  Each incarnation of the character seems 
grimmer than the last, to the point where all that’s left for 
us to do is give him two hooks.  And a peg-leg.   

 
OR--here’s ANOTHER thought.  Yes, the seas can 

be turbulent and stormy, but y’know what?  Far more often, 
the ocean is a universal symbol for peace and contentment.  
It’s a calming influence.  If it weren’t, Bermuda would be 
deserted and Hawaii would be an industrial trade port.  It is 
most people’s ―happy place.‖  Yes, the ocean is the set 
piece for ―A Perfect Storm,‖ but it’s also the world of 
―Finding Nemo‖ and ―The Little Mermaid.‖  I have never 
yet met anyone of any age who didn’t come away from Sea 
World envying the guides who swim with the whales and 
porpoises.  I propose we turn this ―grim Aquaman‖ 
paradigm around for a one-shot and see what happens.  
―Test the waters,‖ if you will.  I know, I slay me.  
Anyway.... 

 
Our POV character in this story is a female marine 

biologist--and since Aquaman’s turf covers the world, 
there’s no need to make her American.  (In fact, Russian is 
preferable--I’ve been doing a lot of reading about the 
culture of Russian courtship, and that could really play in 
nicely.)  At any rate, our biologist--let’s call her Yelena for 
now--may have heard the name ―Aquaman‖ here and there, 
but to her, he’s about as real and significant as, say, 
German football stars are to you and me.   

 
Yelena’s work is done with grungy old equipment 

and spit-and-bailing-wire technology, the best she has to 
work with.  Her whole world 
has a gritty feel to it-- 

--so when this bright, 
blond, shining knight of a 
man pops out of the water 
and into her life, she’s 
addled simply by the 
contrast. 

 
Their paths cross, 

she’s drawn into an 
adventure, and to Yelena, 
this ―Aquaman‖ is, yes, 
mysterious like the sea--but 
in a warm, enticing way.  To 
Yelena, he is otherworldly, 
like a fairy tale character 
come to life.  He rarely 

speaks (though when he does, he’s staggeringly charming), 
he lives in the water, and he smiles.  Constantly.  In fact, at 
first, Yelena has a nearly impossible time taking him 
seriously.  He’s like a walking cartoon. 

 
And yet...the more she gets to know him, the further 

she’s drawn out of her world and into his, she’ll come to 
realize that there’s something going on behind those wide 
eyes of his.  Looking in them, she sees peace and 

confidence; looking through them, she’s gradually 
introduced to an underwater world of absolute 
wonder, a place that is far more colorful and in tune 
with nature than is her own gritty lifestyle.  Once 
she surrenders to the implausibility of it all, she’s 
rewarded a thousandfold, and so are we.  
Aquaman’s joy becomes her joy becomes OUR joy. 

 
There will be no mocking.  NO jokes about 

how ―dumb‖ talking to fish is.  Anyone with a 
keyboard can make cynical jokes.  That’s easy.  
What’s harder is reminding you why, when you 
were a kid, you thought the idea of living 
underwater or commanding the creatures of the sea 
WAS cool.  We can do that.  We can remind you, 
and Yelena’s awed voice will be there to back us 
up.  

Mark Waid shares the proposal he and late artist Mike 

Wieringo submitted to DC back in 2003! 
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by John Schwirian 
 

Many of you know Tony Bedard from his current stint on Birds of Prey or from the 
45 issues he wrote of Exiles for Marvel Comics.  Some of you might even remember 
him from his days with CrossGen Comics, but how many of you know that he was the 
editor of Aquaman #62-75 (1999-2001)?  Or that he was supposed to be the writer for 
Batman and the Outsiders (which would include Aquaman on the team) only to pulled 
at the last minute and replaced by Chuck Dixon? 

I managed to track Tony down over the summer and he was kind enough to share 
his insights on DC’s handling of Aquaman and of his experiences in the comic book 
business. 
 
JS – How did you get your start in the comics 

business? 
 

TONY – In 1991 I moved from Atlanta to NYC and 
took some night classes at the School for Visual 
Arts where I met some people interning at 
Valiant Comics.  I got an internship there just 
as the place was taking off and 
ended up on their editorial staff.  I 
also pitched stories constantly and 
they finally relented and let me 
write, so at one point I was editing 
and writing 3 monthlies at the same 
time.  Of course, now I can’t even 
look at the crap I was writing then, 
but I guess you have to learn 
somehow. 

 
JS – How did you end up at DC (the 

first time)? 
 

TONY – After Valiant I worked briefly 
at Jim Shooter’s Broadway 
Comics, then at Bill Tucci’s 
Crusade Entertainment.  One 

night out drinking, my friend Garth Ennis 
introduced me to his DC editor Dan Raspler, 
who was looking for an assistant.  I got hired 
and stayed at DC for 3 years. 

 
JS – Which titles did you edit at DC? 
 

TONY – I edited a bunch, both in 
the DC Universe and Vertigo.  
These included assisting on Grant 
Morrison’s JLA, and directly 
editing Lobo, Hourman, Fanboy, 
Aquaman and a JLA event called 
―Justice Leagues‖.  I also edited 
Hellblazer, Transmetropolitan, 
Codename: Knockout, War Story 
and others.  They were all fun in 
their own way, and I learned lots 
about writing just from seeing 
scripts by Garth, Warren Ellis, 
Brian Azzarello and others.  Of 
them all, I think my favorite was 
Hourman, an underappreciated 
gem. 
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JS – When you were assigned Aquaman, did you 
know why Kevin Dooley (the previous editor) 
was leaving? 

 

TONY – As I recall, Kevin just wanted to move and 
get out of comics and try something different.  
He’s a very nice guy, but I wasn’t all that close 
with him so I didn’t really know intimate 
details about why he moved on, but it’s not that 
unusual in comics.  Plus, editing doesn’t always 
pay that well… 

 
JS – Your first full issue as editor on Aquaman 

(#62) was Erik Larsen's last.  Did you have any 
say in picking the new creative team? 

 

TONY – Dan Jurgens had already been picked as 
the new writer when I got the book.  Dan and I 
knew each other since my days at Valiant, and 
we discussed who he wanted to draw the book.  
I think I was pushing for Jeff Johnson at the 
time, but Dan had worked with Epting before 
and I managed to snag him as he was coming 
off Superman.  We kept the inker, Norm 
Rapmund. 

 
JS – Under Dan Jurgens and Steve Epting, did sales 

on Aquaman improve? 

 

TONY – I don’t remember the exact sales effect, 
and they don’t really give the editors sales 
figures at DC, anyhow.  Oh, you can find them 
out if you want, but it’s not the main focus 
there.  I would guess, though, that the sales 
didn’t improve dramatically, since we ended up 
canceling the title.  But none of that is a 
reflection of the great work Dan, Steve and 
Norm put in. 

 
JS – Did you think there was any hope of saving the 

title from cancellation when you first took 
over? 

 

TONY – I always had hope, but then I’m a 
cockeyed optimist. 

 
JS – How did you come to leave DC for 

CrossGen? 
 

TONY – I was already up in Vertigo for a year 
when Mark Waid called from Tampa to tell me 
there was a writer slot there and he thought I’d 
be a good fit.  To this day I don’t know how 
Waid had that insight, aside from working with 
him on his JLA run, but I leapt at the chance to 
write again and make twice the money I’d been 
making at DC.  And it worked out pretty well. 

 
JS – CrossGen was a pretty ambitious project, and 

was very popular with the fans.  What went 
wrong? 

 

TONY – We expanded the line too fast, trying to 
get above 5% sales so our terms with Diamond 
Comics Distributors would improve, but all 
we did was cannibalize sales of our own books 
with our limited but loyal fanbase.  I’d already 

seen the same thing 
happen at Valiant, so it 
didn’t come as a shock.  
But while it lasted 
CrossGen was actually a 
great place to be and I did 
some of my best work 
there. 
 
JS – Do you think there is 
any chance we'll ever see 
the conclusion of the 
CrossGen stories? 
 

TONY – Honestly, no. 
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JS – Once CrossGen folded, how did you find your 
way to Marvel Comics and eventually The 
Exiles? 

 

TONY – When CrossGen was collapsing, I 
reached out to both DC and Marvel, trying to 
make sure the guys in Tampa had work after 
CrossGen hit the skids.  Marvel was more 
proactive in hooking them up, which is why 
they have guys like Steve McNiven, Steve 
Epting, Frank D’Armata, Morry Hollowell, 
Mike Perkins and Paul Pelletier kicking ass 

over there now.  In the midst of talking to Joe 
about the talent in Tampa, he told me of the 
opening on Exiles.  I pitched Mike Marts and 
the rest fell into place. 

 
JS – Why were you replaced by Chris Claremont on 

Exiles? 
 

TONY – Chris was coming off X-Men, 
but his contract demanded a certain 
amount of work, and Exiles was a 
book that shipped 18 issues per year, 
so it was a good fit.  It was also 
creatively a good fit, since he’s done 
some great alternate-universe stories 
in the past.  And I had already done 
nearly 50 issues, which is all you can 
hope for these days, so they made the 
change. 

 
JS – How did you end up back at DC? 
 

TONY – After 2 years of steady work at Marvel, I 
reached out to DC to see what I could get.  It’s 
usually good not to wear out your welcome as a 
freelancer, and I timed that one pretty well, 
making the jump just as I was becoming old hat 
at Marvel.  I don’t mean for any of this to 
sound cynical, it’s just that freelancing is like 
dating.  Sometimes you ―marry‖ your publisher, 
like Bendis at Marvel or Johns at DC, but more 
often you play the field and date around.  If DC 
sees me ―dating‖ Marvel, then I become that 
much more interesting to them, and vice versa.  
Anyhow, that’s my take on it. 

 
JS – You were slated to write Batman and the 

Outsiders, and were even advertised as being 
the writer for the first three issues.  What went 
wrong? 

 

TONY – Just a difference of opinion on the creative 
direction of the book and how well it fit with 
the rest of the DC line at that moment.  These 
things happen all the time, with no wrongdoing 
from any of the parties involved.  I now look at 
that and think it was for the best, really.  
Besides, I have a new series premiering early 
next year that’s shaping up twice as good! 

 
JS – In your opinion, why is DC keeping Aquaman 

"on ice"? 
 

TONY – Sometimes when a character has been 
rebooted so many times without success, it’s 
best to let them lie fallow.  They did it with 
Hawkman and then brought him back pretty 
successfully in JSA.  I’m confident they’ll find 
the right approach on Aquaman, perhaps within 
the next year or two. 

 
JS – Other than Birds of Prey, what other projects do 

you have coming up? 
 

TONY – Well, I can’t go into detail yet, but 
my project for January or February of 2009 
will be a hoot.  If anyone out there liked the 
Negation series I did at CrossGen, they’ll 
love this new one!  We’re also talking about 
a Birds of Prey event of sorts, but it’s all in 
the early stages.  I want to make sure that 
Birds gets the attention it deserves and that 
we take good care of the series that Chuck 
Dixon and Gail Simone built up into such a 
fun book. 

The promotional art 
for Batman and the 

Outsiders #1, 
showing Aquaman 
as part of the team, 

which obviously did 
not pan out. 
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In the course of several interviews with Comic Book Resources, Tony Bedard made several 

statements of interest to Aquaman fans. 
 

 On his plans for making Batman and 
the Outsiders look like rogue super 
heroes: 

 

―The Outsiders are designed 
specifically to carry out the missions that 
are too politically sensitive or morally 
ambiguous for the JLA to do," Bedard 
continued. "Imagine if the JLA was the 
U.S. Army and we pinpointed Bin Laden 
in Western Pakistan. We couldn't send in 
the Army because it would probably 
touch off a new war and topple the 
friendly Pakistani regime, but if we 
secretly had a team of 'outlaws' to send 
in, then we could get Bin Laden and still 
have plausible deniability.‖  
 
 About his reason for including 

Aquaman and Martian Manhunter on 
The Outsiders: 

 

Bedard confessed. ―I have a longstanding 
affection for J'onn J'onzz from my days reading 
Justice League International and editing JLA.  
And I have always been an Aquaman fan. I like 
this new Aquaman.  I know there's a sort of Hal 
Jordan/Kyle Rayner thing going on with young 
Artie, but despite all the Rayner-haters, Kyle 
turned out to be a terrific character and one of my 
faves from Grant [Morrison's] JLA run. That's 
what I see in the long run for our sword-swinging 
sea king.‖  
 
 As to what characters he’d really like to 

write: 
 

―The funny thing about that question is that 
there are one or two standard answers, and for 
me that has always been the Legion of Super 
Heroes and Aquaman for DC and Captain 
America and Iron Man for Marvel.  You are 
always looking for an underperforming 
character to pull something like Alan Moore 
did on Swamp Thing where you tap into the 

hidden potential of the character.  But it’s not 
like I have the definitive Aquaman story in my 
head ready to go. I’d have to come up with it. 
 
 And which version of Aquaman would he 

use: 
 

―I’d want to get close to the orange shirt, 
both hands, rides a sea horse version. Not as 
campy as you’d remember him, of course. We 
could make it contemporary and edgy.‖ 
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Three Aquaman related series were cancelled in 2008 – Teen Titans Go, Justice League Unlimited, 

and Justice League Classified.  While their departure may seem like a serious blow to our chances of 
seeing Aquaman and Aqualad at all any more, two new series (with a third on the horizon) have taken 
their place and provide more frequent appearances of the Sea King and his sidekick. 
 

Justice League Undone and Teen Titans Gone! 
 

Justice League Unlimited and Teen Titans Go 
were comic books based on animated television 
series that aired on the WB Network (now the CW) 
and Cartoon Network.  The Teen Titans animated 

television series was 
loosely based on the New 
Teen Titans team from 
the 1980s while Justice 
League Unlimited tried 
to include the entire DC 
Universe under its 
umbrella.  Although Teen 
Titans was designed to 
appeal to pre-teen 
children and Justice 
League Unlimited was 
aimed at a more adult 
audience, both comic 
book series tried to attract 
the younger readers.  On 
the letters page for the 
last issue of Teen Titans 

Go appeared a reasonable explanation for the 
cancellations:  ―It really doesn't make sense to print 
an animated version of a comic book when the 
cartoon isn't being made.‖ 

 

Aquaman was an infrequent guest in the 42 
issues of Justice League Unlimited, appearing in the 
first and sixth issues on the cover only, making a 
two-panel cameo in #8, starring with Stargirl (versus 
Umbra the giant) in #11, and co-starring with 
Superman, Dr. Fate, and Booster Gold in battle with 
Black Manta and Felix Faust in #26. 

Aqualad was far more active in Teen Titans 
Go, participating in nineteen of the series fifty-five 
issues (#10, 20, 21, 24, 
25, 27, 29, 30, 32-34, 
36, 39, 41, 49, 50, 52, 
54, & 55) with four 
cover appearances 
(#10, 30, 36, & 50).  
Aqualad even had his 
own supporting cast 
with his friend Gillgirl 
(#10), arch-nemesis 
Trident (#30 & 54), his 
mechanically-inclined 
buddy Tramm (#32), 
foe Captain Peg-leg 
Jack (#33), mentor 
Aquaman (#45), and an 
Aquagirl (#50 & 55). 

Justice League – Declassified! 
 

JLA Classified was launched in January 
2005 to showcase tales out of the 
Justice League’s past.  In its 54-
issue run, it featured twelve story 
lines, with Aquaman participating 
in half of them and appearing on 
only eight covers.  The tales were 
rather lackluster and contributed 
little to the JLA mythos.  
Aquaman’s presence was 
unnecessary in the six plots in 
which he was included, but at least 

the fans had a chance to look back at the Sea 
King at various stages of his career, 
from the early days of the League, to 
its days in its Detroit headquarters, 
and right up to his stint with the 
water hand.  Look for Aquaman in 
JLA Classified #1-3, 22-36, 42-46, 
& 51-54.  He was also included in 
the JLA Classified two-issue deluxe 
mini-series Cold Steel, where the 
JLA did its impression of the 
Transformers. 
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Two of the three new series are underway while the third will debut in January 2009.  Aimed at a younger 

audience, they also hope to attract adults as well.  Keep your eyes open for Tiny Titans, DC Super Friends, and 
Batman: Brave and the Bold. 

 

Want to chuckle and giggle?  Then check out 
Tiny Titans by Art Baltazar and Franco.  This comic 
is filled with short stories comprised of good-natured 
fun with no violence.  The strips are set up like the 
old-fashioned Sunday funnies, bringing back 
childhood memories of Pogo, Peanuts, Hagar the 
Horrible, and Wizard of Id.  Like Johnny Hart’s strip 
BC, no pun is too painful, no situation too ridiculous.  
Additionally, there are running gags that continue 
from issue to issue, like everyone calling Psimon 
―Brainiac‖ and the ―first rule of pet club.‖ 

 
Tiny Titans is not about super powers or battles 

to save the world.  It is a kid’s world, with child-like 
innocence and attitude.  No high minded morals or 
messages here, just typical kids’ hi-jinks and 
silliness.  As it is with most children, the villains here 
are either fellow classmates or teachers at Sidekick 
City Elementary School.  Discipline is handled by 
Principal Slade (better known in the regular series as 
Deathstroke the Terminator) and Trigon is a 
substitute teacher.  The Fearsome Five are the 
schoolyard bullies who are usually frustrated by their 
own efforts  to upstage  the Titans.   Other adults, like  

 

 
Aquaman or Green Arrow, are only seen from the 
shoulder down, setting them apart and outside the 
youthful world of the Tiny Titans. 

 
Baltazar and Franco are not new to this brand 

of humor.  Working together since 1994, they have 
received praise for their independent series Patrick 
the Wolfboy.   

Using characters from every phase of Teen 
Titan history, they seem to favor the original team of 
Robin, Aqualad, Wonder Girl, Kid Flash, and 
Speedy, along with Starfire, Raven, Terra, and Beast 
Boy.  Aqualad appears in almost every issue, but is 
not used in the manner one might expect.  He is not 
the target of ―fish-out-of-water‖ jokes nor is he 
stereotyped as useless.  Instead, he is just another one 
of the gang participating in the same activities as all 
the others. 

 
With the market lacking in good kids comics 

these days, Tiny Titans does a fantastic job of filling 
the void left by the long-absent Harvey and Gold 
Key characters. 
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DC Super Friends, unfortunately, is not as 

much fun as Tiny Titans.  This series (with no 
connection to the cartoon series of the 1970s) is 
a direct tie-in to the Mattel toy line currently in 
stores.  The artwork in the comic is based on the 
designs for the toy line, with the characters 
looking stocky and bulky.  Written by Sholly 
Fisch with rotating artists, the series is fairly 
non-violent, focusing on mischief and 
misunderstanding rather than villains 
deliberately trying to cause harm.  The DC 
Super Friends are exactly what their title 
describes – friends who help each other out in a 
crisis.  The heroes are civic minded and always 
helping out in the community.  The stories focus 
on the heroes using their brains, not brawn, to 
solve their problems and often have morals.  
Puzzles and games are included in every issue.   
 

 
Aquaman co-stars in every issue alongside 

Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Flash, and 
Green Lantern.  Each hero 
has something to contribute 
in every story, so Fisch 
manages to avoid the ―fish 
out of water‖ problem with 
Aquaman. 
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Premiering in January 2009, Batman: the 

Brave and the Bold comic book is based on the 
cartoon series by the same name currently 
running Friday nights on Cartoon Network (see 
next article: TV Guide).  Written by Matt 
Wayne, who has also written several episodes of 
the animated series, the comic book is light-
hearted and fast-paced.  Batman is not the grim 
dark knight here, but is fairly friendly with his 
co-stars and even displays a sense of humor.  In 
fact, all of the characters are played for fun, 
either being comedic or straight caught in a 
humorous situation. 

The Brave and the Bold Aquaman is not 
the traditional hero we all know and love.  In 
this series, he is a bragging, overconfident, jolly 

king, who sees all conflicts as 
great epics to be retold by 
great poets.  He cries out 
unusual battle cries like 
―tally-ho!‖ and charges into 
the fray without forethought.  
Dressed in his traditional 
orange and green uniform, 
Aquaman wears a beard and is 
built like a modern day 
Hercules.  He also displays 
the ability to create hard water 
objects like swords. 

Aquaman appears in the 
opening teaser of the first 
issue as he and Batman stop 
Carapax from stealing 
Atlantean treasures.  He is 
slated to team with Batman in 
the fourth issue where they 
will face the time-hopping 
threat of Rip Hunter.  While 
you never know what to 
expect as far as guest stars 

and villains, do not look for Aquaman and his 
foes to be regular participants in this series. 

 
Mattel will also provide a toy-line based on 

the animated series, and Aquaman and Black 
Manta are slated to appear in the first wave of 
action figures.  See Collectibles Corner for more 
details. 
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Batman: The Brave and the Bold 
 

Batman: The Brave and the Bold premiered 
on television on November 14, 2008 on 
Cartoon Network.  Unlike the various Batman 
animated series that preceded it, this cartoon 
centers on Batman ―teaming-up‖ with other 
heroes.  No longer the brooding, silent dark 
knight waging a one-man war against crime in 
Gotham City, this Batman harkens back to a 
more innocent age, when it was okay for Batman 
to smile, joke, and acknowledge that he needed 
other heroes’ help.  Additionally, this series is 
not set in Gotham City.  Instead, Batman will be 
roaming the world, and even the galaxy, in his 
various adventures. 

While Batman provides a consistent center 
for the show, he is not the focus of each episode.  

Instead, the stories will be 
exploring the ―lesser‖ 

known heroes of the DC 
universe and playing with 
their relationships with the 
Caped Crusader.  In order 
to further differentiate this 
show from previous series, 
a new voice actor was 
chosen in Diedrich Bader 
to speak for Batman.  

Don’t look for 
Superman or the Justice 
League in The Brave and 
the Bold.  This series seeks 

to provide more exposure to the underused great 
characters in the DC stable.  Guest characters 
announced so far include:  Adam Strange, 
Aquaman, the Atom, Black Canary, Blue Beetle, 
Booster Gold, Deadman, the Demo  n, Doctor 
Fate, Fire, Firestorm, Flash, Green Arrow, Guy 
Gardner, the Huntress, Jonah Hex, Kamandi, 
Metamorpho, Plastic Man, Red Tornado, and 
Wildcat.  Among the villains scheduled to 
appear are:  Black Manta, Bronze Tiger, the 
Calendar Man, the Cavalier, the Clock King, 
Despero, Felix Faust, the Gentleman Ghost, 

Gorilla Grodd, Kanjar Ro, Ocean Master, and 
the Sportsmaster. 

Aquaman looks like he may be a semi-
regular on the series.  He made his debut on 
November 28, 2008 alongside arch-enemies 
Black Manta and Ocean Master in ―Evil Under 
the Sea!‖  John DiMaggio voices Aquaman as 
Batman dons scuba gear to help save Atlantis 
from the dastardly duos schemes.  Technically, 
Aquaman appeared in the series’ first episode as 
he is seen as a poster on the wall of the Blue 
Beetle’s bedroom. 

On January 9, 2009, in episode 6 – ―Enter 
the Outsiders,‖ the mercenary Black Manta 
again rears his ugly head (helmet?) only to be 
taken down quickly by Batman and B’Wana 
Beast in the opening segment of the story. 

Aquaman returned in ―Journey to the Center 
of the Batman‖ (January 30, 2009) wherein he 
and the new Atom (Professor Choi) fight off a 
silicon virus inside Batman’s body while the 
Caped Crusader takes on Chemo and the Brain. 

Funny, loud, and boisterous, expect 
Aquaman to appear again before the end of the 
first season. 

 

Actor Diedrich Bader, 
formerly of the Drew 

Carey Show. 

Aquaman 
and the Atom 

inside 
Batman’s 

bloodstream 
in ―Journey 

to the Center 
of the 

Batman.‖ 
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DVD 
 

Originally conceived as ―The Silver Age,‖ Darwyn Cooke’s mini-series The New Frontier documented the 
transition from the Golden Age of heroes through the fear and paranoia of the 1950s into the Silver Age of the 
1960s.  While the series touches on almost every DC 
character in existence during that period of time, the story 
centers on the growth and development of Hal Jordan from 
a young boy into the super hero Green Lantern.  

A highly ambitious project, New Frontier takes liberty 
with DC continuity while still managing to capture the 
flavor and feeling of that era in comic history.   

Unfortunately, when Warner Bros. adapted the story 
for an animated feature, they limited it to a mere 75 minutes 
playing time (it should have at least rated 90 minutes) 
forcing a large chunk of the story to be cut and changes to 
the plot made in order to make it all work in such a short 
time. 

While a great story, it lacks any real inclusion of 
Aquaman until the very end, when he arrives at the battle’s 
conclusion to return a wounded Superman to his friends on 
the beach.  Aquaman, along with Aqualad and Black 
Manta, appear in the final montage shown as John F. 
Kennedy’s speech about America’s new frontier plays at 
the very end of the movie. 

The events of this epic battle lead to the formation of 
the Justice League shortly thereafter, and the true beginning 
of the Silver Age of heroes. 
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SMALLVILLE 
 

After the dramatic debut of the Justice League 
in the sixth season of Smallville, they all but 
vanished from sight.  Granted, the series is about 
Clark Kent and his adventures in Smallville, Kansas, 
but other than Green Arrow showing up to recruit 
Black Canary for the team, the JLA remained 
conspicuously absent throughout Season 7. 

Fortunately, this was rectified with the opening 
episode of Season 8 titled ―Odyssey.‖  Following the 
destruction of the Fortress of Solitude in the arctic, 
the Justice League arrives to investigate the 
disappearance of Clark Kent and Lex Luthor.  As the 
actor who played Lex Luthor left the show, new 
villain Tess Mercer (Cassidy Freeman), the new 
CEO of Luthorcorp, is introduced to complicate 
matters for the League. 

As it should be, the League raps up the major 
problems by episode’s end, leaving Clark and the 
regular cast to pick up the loose ends. 

The League has a few changes in membership 
in this episode.  While Alan Richman returns as AC 
(Aquaman) Justin Hartley reprises his role as Green 
Arrow, the rest of the team is made up of the 
Martian Manhunter (Phil Morris) and Black Canary 
(Alaina Huffman).  Impulse (Kyle Gallner) and 
Cyborg’s (Lee Thompson Young) absence from this 
episode is explained that they are searching the 
entire southern hemisphere for Clark.  In reality, 
Gallner had taken on a recurring role on CSI: New 
York) and Young ahs been spotted on The Sarah Connor Chronicles. 

It is unlikely that there will be any more appearances of Aquaman or the Justice League this season and, 
considering the drop in ratings, there is a very good chance that this will be the last season for Smallville.  Rumor 
has it that the CW Network has a sequel of sorts in mind to replace it, but at this point in time, it is all pure 
speculation.   

Smallville Legends: Justice & Doom is an animated 
on-screen comic book that aired during the last six 
episodes of Season Six and was also an included feature in 
the Season 6 DVD set. It further explores the adventures 
of Green Arrow's Justice League team in which Green 
Arrow, Cyborg, Aquaman, Impulse, and Watchtower 
(Chloe Sullivan) all work together to take out the rest of 
Lex Luthor's Level 33.1 facilities. 
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A special thanks to the folks at the Kryptonsite website for keeping me updated on Smallville tidbits and 
providing great images from the show! 
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Someone once said that you can't judge a book by its cover - which is excellent 

advise in most cases.  However, it does not apply, even in the slightest, to a book 

with cover art by Jim Aparo!! 

Aparo's art served as my gateway to the world of DC Comics.  His dynamic 

covers and interiors caught my youthful eyes and drew me into the adventures of 

Aquaman, Batman, the Phantom Stranger, the Spectre, and the dozens of other 

heroes that guest-starred in the Brave and the Bold.  while books with covers by 

Nick Cardy and Joe Kubert begged for my hard-earned quarters, I knew that an 

Aparo cover meant Aparo art on the story as well, so there was no doubt as to 

which book was a guaranteed sale each week. 

More than a few of my all-time most-loved comic book stories were illustrated 

by Jim Aparo - and I say illustrated as opposed to drawn because he not only 

penciled, but also inked and lettered his pages, creating an energetic, cooperative 

flow between story and art.  In fact, the dialogue and text boxes were more a part 

of the art than an intrusion added later.  Concerned with the telling of the story 

through pictures, Aparo created many a memorable adventure. 

But just who was this mystery man whose artwork dazzled and enticed my 

imagination for over twenty five years?  Who exactly was Jim Aparo? 
 

by John Schwirian 
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Perfecting the Art... 
 
At the tender age of 8-years old, James 

N. Aparo contracted scarlet fever.  While 
restricted to bed rest, he read his first comic 
books, thus beginning a life-long love of the 
medium.  Fascinated with the artwork in 
comics, Aparo honed his drawing skills by 
copying the panels.  In this manner, he 
learned the techniques of telling stories in 
pictures.  Possessing a natural gift for 
drawing, Aparo was mostly self-trained as 
an artist, spending only one year in art 
school to study anatomy. 

In the early 1950s, Aparo tried to break 
into the comic book field and showed his 
work to EC Comics, but was turned away 
(which was probably for the best as EC 
would soon stop publishing its comic book 
line).  He eventually found work doing 
commercial illustrations for the William 
Shaller Company in Connecticut where he 
would stay for eleven years while still 
seeking his big break into comic books. 

In 1963, after years of drawing 
diagrams, instruction sheets, and newspaper 
advertisements, Aparo joined forces with 
Ralph Kenna, a writer from the 
radio/television division.  In an attempt to 
break into the syndicated newspaper comic 
strip market, they developed a strip they 
called Stern Wheeler, an adventure feature 
about a daring private investigator.  The 
strip ran for several months in The 
Hartford Times, with Kenna and Aparo 
never receiving any payment for their 
efforts.  They had hoped that one of the 
major syndicates would notice their efforts 
and pick up the strip.  After Stern Wheeler 
had completed two adventures, Kenna and 
Aparo gave up on the series, feeling that 
they were wasting their time. 

Jim Aparo's favorite characters were 
Batman, Superman, and Captain Marvel.  
While he went on to a career filled with 
Batman stories, he seldom got to draw 

Superman.   
Aparo once said that the one character he 

would have liked to have drawn on a regular 
basis was Captain Marvel, but the 

opportunity never presented itself.  However, 
he did manage to draw the big red cheese for 

several covers and pin-ups, including the 
cover to The Comic Reader #172. 
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Stern Wheeler was the 

typical handsome, clever, 
athletic private investigator 
and both of his cases 
involved beautiful women. 
Assisted by his pal, Wally, 
Stern worked for J.B. 
Shoreman, a loud and brassy 
cigar chomping boss.  His 
two adventures were "Sea of 
Matrimony", with dynamic 
underwater action, and 
"Diamonds in the Rough", 
where Stern pursued a 
beautiful and mysterious 
female jewel thief.  

 
Years later, writer Ralph 

Kenna moved on to illustrate 
several children's books and 
did instructional videos for 
his own company.  As for Jim 
Aparo... 

 
 

Stern Wheeler  

 

In 1986, Spotlight Comics collected and 

reprinted the full run of Stern Wheeler 

in comic book form. 

 

 

A sternwheeler is actually the name of a 

type of boat propelled by a paddle wheel 

at the stern. 
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Breaking Into The Spotlight...  
 

In 1966, Aparo finally got his break 
when editor Dick Giordano at Charlton 
Comics gave him his first assignment - Miss 
Bikini Luv in Go-Go Comics.  At the 
time, Charlton was known for its low 
quality printing, and its less than 
competitive pay rates.  While most of 
Charlton's books were generic 
anthologies, they attracted readers 
with occasional stand out stories 
and/or artwork by new above-
average artists who were willing 
to work for Charlton's 
below-average rates.  
Charlton had come to be 
known as a good starting place for a 
comics career:  get your work published 
with your name credited, and build up a 
portfolio to get the notice by the higher 
paying publishers. 

Unlike most other comic book 
companies, Charlton would assign a writer 
or artist as much work as they wanted (to 
help compensate for the low pay rates).  
Initially, Giordano assigned Aparo stories 
for Charlton's various anthology genres-- 
mystery, horror, science fiction, romance, 
and westerns.  But Giordano saw something 
in Aparo's work that he really liked and, 

once Aparo proved his dependability with 
deadlines, Giordano assigned him several 
continuing series that ran as back-ups in 

other titles.  These included the Thane 
of Bagarth with Steve Skeates in 

Hercules, Wander with Denny 
O'Neil in The Cheyenne Kid, 
and Nightshade with David 
Kaler in Captain Atom.  
Eventually, Aparo would earn 
the coveted spot as artist on 
Lee Falk's The Phantom.  

Clockwise from 
top to bottom:  

Miss Bikini Luv, 
the Phantom, the 
Thane of Bagarth, 
and the Prankster 

(a one-shot 
science fiction 

super hero story 
written by Denny 

O'Neil). 
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During his tenure at Charlton, Aparo 

established a work routine that would stick 
with him for most of his career, and set him 
apart from most of his peers.  From the very 
beginning, Jim Aparo was one of the few 
artists in comics that did the work of three 
people - penciler, inker, and letterer. Most 
artists at that time specialized in one of these 
tasks, allowing editors to speed up 
production of an issue.  But Aparo proved 
dependable in his production rate of one 
completed page a day, thus completing one 
full issue of a comic each month.  By 
working in this manner, Aparo was able to 
design the placement of word balloons and 
sound effects to work with the artwork, 
rather than as an intrusion forced in later. 

"I averaged a page a day when I 
penciled, inked and lettered." Aparo once 
explained.  "That's what it took.  In other 
words, if you took away the inking and the 
lettering it was, you would break it down to 
two pages of pencils a day.  So, by penciling 
and then inking my own stuff and then 
lettering it, it was just a page a day , and 
that's quite a feat in itself." 
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Jim Aparo: The Writers’ Artist 
by Denny O’Neil 

 
Back when the mountains seethed and hippies roamed the 

Earth, I was a young comic book writer who thought that all 
comic book artists were like Jim Aparo.  The procedure 
seemed straightforward, and simple.  Writers indicated what 
pictures were needed to tell the story and artists drew these 
pictures.  Alas, I soon learned that, to paraphrase a song 
popular when hippies roamed the Earth, that I couldn’t always 
get what I wanted.  The reasons were various, and none of 
them necessarily carry blame, of anyone, but sometimes I was 
disappointed.  

Never by Jim Aparo, though.  He was the writers’ artist.  
His main concern--his only concern--was to provide a 
meticulous and precise visual narrative, rendered with 
tremendous skill.  This he did with uncompromising 
professionalism.  Jim did a page a day of art, and during one 
protracted period that meant a page of all the art: pencils, inks, 
lettering and bordering, everything except color.  He was 
never, to my knowledge, greedy enough to try for more than a 
single page every day, but he never, ever did less, either.  And 
when the work came in, it needed no editing.  As an editor 
working with Jim, I could glance at his stuff to make certain it 
hadn’t been damaged in transit, or simply to enjoy it, and then 
off to the printer it went.  No fuss, no ego: Jim was the 
consummate professional. 

That was Jim Aparo, the artist. Jim Aparo the person was 
perhaps the sweetest man I’ve ever known.  He was mostly just 
interested in doing his job and then getting back to his family, 
but if there was a reason for him to attend a convention, or an 
editorial retreat, he did so gladly, and he was good company at 
these events--accommodating, friendly, eager. 

Jim, I think, was someone who found his niche and in 
occupying it fully and perfectly made life better for those of us 
in neighboring niches.  To have known and worked with him is 
to have a reason to be profoundly grateful. 

 

Aparo and O'Neil were both hired by 
Dick Giordano at Charlton at about 

the same time.  Aparo would be 
assigned many of O'Neil's scripts 
(published under the pen name of 
Sergius O'Shaugnessy) and both 

made the move to DC in 1968, where 
Aparo would illustrate man Batman 

stories for O'Neil. 
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The Time Has Come to Speak of Many Things, 
Of Phantoms, Spectres, and Battymen, 

Of Outsiders and Sea Kings...  
 

When Dick Giordano left Charlton in 
1968 for DC Comics, he brought along 
many of the artists and writers he had 
nurtured at Charlton.  One of those artists, 
Aparo was assigned the Aquaman series 
starting with #40 and stayed on the book 
until it was cancelled with #56 three years 
later.  This series of Aquaman stories have 
become fan favorites, frequently referred to 
as the SAG era (for the team of Skeates, 
Aparo, and Giordano).  On Aquaman, 
Aparo experimented with techniques and 
styles, often providing a sort of pop art look 
to the book.  He was also known to slip in 
sly references to his peers.   

As Aquaman was a bi-monthly title,  
Aparo was able to continue to work for 
Charlton on The Phantom, alternating 
between the two series month by month.  
Aparo resigned his assignment on The 
Phantom when DC offered him the 
Phantom Stranger.  From this point on, 

Aparo worked almost exclusively for DC for 
the rest of his career.   

When Aquaman was cancelled, he kept 
busy with several short stories to be used in 
the the mystery anthologies like House of 
Mystery and House of Secrets. 

Then came the assignment that made 
Aparo's career.  As the Phantom Stranger 
was scheduled to be Batman's next guest star 
in team-up series the Brave and the Bold 
(#98), editor Murray Boltinoff wanted the 
artist from the Phantom Stranger series to 
do that story.  Boltinoff was so impressed 
with Aparo's work that he soon made Aparo 
the regular artist on the Brave and the Bold, 
an assignment that lasted the duration of the 
series until its cancellation with issue #200. 

When the Phantom Stranger ended, 
Aparo moved on to Adventure Comics and 
the controversial Spectre series.  As sales on 
the Spectre were not doing well, the ghostly 
avenger was replaced with the revival of 
Aquaman in Adventure Comics and Aparo's 
return to familiar waters.  As he only drew 
the lead feature in Adventure Comics, Aparo 
had time for other work, and soon found 
himself drawing the solo Batman series in 
Detective Comics for a while. 
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Years later when Denny O'Neil took 

over the reigns as editor of the Batman 
books, he remembered his old friend and 
brought Aparo back to Detective and 
Batman, where Aparo became known as one 
of THE top Batman artists of all time. 

When Brave and the Bold was cancelled 
in 1983, it was on the spinner racks with the 
new series Batman and the Outsiders, 
which followed Batman's adventures leading 
a team of super heroes that was willing to be 
more proactive than the Justice League. 
superhero team led by Batman.  Eventually, 
writer Mike W. Barr dropped Batman from 
the book and it relaunched as the Outsiders. 
It was about this time that DC requested that 
Aparo provide only pencils and assigned the 
inking and lettering to other artists. 

Aparo's last regular series assignment 
was for Green Arrow #81-100 (1992-1993).  
He would continue to work for DC after 
that, mostly on Batman-related stories and 
covers in miniseries and specials.  

While Aparo has drawn many a great 
story during his career at DC, he will 
probably be best remembered not only for 
his work on Batman and Detective Comics, 
but primarily for the story arc "A Death in 

the Family" (Batman 
#426-429) in which 
the Joker kills the 
second Robin, Jason 
Todd. 

Throughout his 
career, Aparo was 
highly respected by 
both his peers and 
fans alike.  In 1972, 
he won a Shazam 
Award for Best 
Individual Short 
Story (Dramatic) for 
"The Demon Within" in House of Mystery 
#201 (with John Albano).  He was also 
nominated for the R.A.C. "Squiddy" Award 
for Best Artist in 1991. 
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Jim Aparo died early on July 19, 

2005 following a long illness.  Some 
reports attributed the cause of death to 
"a long battle with cancer", but that has 
not been confirmed. 

 
 

Jim Aparo  
1932 - July 19, 2005 

Information for this article was gathered from the following sources: 
 

Back Issue #7, December 2004.  "Pro 2 Pro: Minus 1:  Jim Aparo Interview."  Michael Eury.  pp.23-27. 
 

Charlton Spotlight #5, Fall 2006.  "Best of All Possible Worlds: Working With Jim Aparo." Steve Skeates.  pp. 66-70. 
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ALTER EGO #84 (100 pages, $6.95) 
features ―The Unique Voice and Vision of 
STEVE SKEATES!‖ Behind a full color JIM 
APARO cover featuring Aquaman, JOHN 
SCHWIRIAN talks with Silver Age writer 
STEVE SKEATES about his early comics 
work—from 1965 to the early ’70s—for DC, 
Charlton, Marvel, & Warren, illuminated with 
art & artifacts by ADKINS, APARO, 
ARAGONÉS, BOYETTE, DITKO, 
GIORDANO, KANE, KELLER, MORISI, 
ORLANDO, SEKOWSKY, STONE, 
THOMAS, WOOD—and the great WARREN 
SAVIN! (Part 2 of this monumental Skeates 
interview will appear in BACK ISSUE #33, a 
couple of weeks later!) Bonus: JIM AMASH 
interviews writer CHARLES SINCLAIR about 
his own career—and his partnership with 
Batman co-creator BILL FINGER! Plus FCA, 
Comic Crypt, Comic Fandom Archive, and 
more! Edited by Roy Thomas. 

Get ready for action, angst, and acne, as Teen 
Heroes crash BACK ISSUE #33 (100 pages, 
$6.95)! Cover-featured are the Teen Titans, 
examined in their 1970s adventures and their 
fan-favorite 1980s revival by John Schwirian, 
featuring the talents of EDUARDO 
BARRETO, NICK CARDY, JOSÉ LUIS 
GARCIA-LOPEZ, GEORGE PÉREZ, BOB 
ROZAKIS, GEORGE TUSKA, and MARV 
WOLFMAN. Also: MIKE BARON and 
JACKSON GUICE talk ―Pro2Pro‖ about the 
Flash, interviews with TV Billy Batson 
MICHAEL GRAY and writer STEVE 
SKEATES, histories of Firestar, Kitty Pryde, 
Nova, and Power Girl, FABIAN NICIEZA and 
MARK BAGLEY’s New Warriors, a star-
studded art gallery of Legion of Super-Heroes 
1970s fashions, James Bond Jr. and … the 
Archies! All behind an utterly incredible New 
Teen Titans cover illustrated by GEORGE 
PÉREZ and colored by GENE HA! Edited by 
MICHAEL EURY. 
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WHAT WENT WRONG? 
 

On two separate occasions, books spotlighting 
the life and career of Jim Aparo have been 
solicited, and then withdrawn before publication. 

Way back in the year 2000, the ninth issue of 
Comic Book Profiles was advertised, offering a 
58-page magazine-style book that would explore 
the history of legendary artist Jim Aparo.  
Previously, Comic Book Profiles had done an 
exemplary job with Joe Kubert, Bernie Wrightson, 
Neal Adams, John Romita, Gene Colan, John 
Byrne, J. Michael Kaluta, and Archie Goodwin.  
Aparo was their latest, and unfortunately, last 
offering.  Citing financial difficulties, the 
publisher pulled the Aparo issue, and Comic Book 
Profiles ceased publication. 

Later, in 2005, TwoMorrows Press offered a 
128-page trade paperback providing "a 
comprehensive biography of Jim Aparo - the 
definitive Batman artist!"  This time, the book was 
stopped due to the death of Jim Aparo in 
November of that same year.  TwoMorrows 
decided to rework the material to stand as a tribute 
to the entire life and career of Jim Aparo.  
However, four years later, this remains a work in 
progress.  Editor and co-writer Eric Nolen-
Weathington is still working on it, and promises it 
will be published eventually. 
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SPECIFIC PANELS ON THE FLIPSIDE 
A REMEMBRANCE BY STEVE SKEATES 

 

What a breeze it was working with Jim 

Aparo!  Especially when it came to such series 

as The Thane of Bagarth at Charlton and 

Aquaman at DC, series for which I knew from 

the git-go that Jim would be supplying the 

artwork -- beautiful stuff, it indeed was, 

overflowing with enough drama to make my 

humble words seemingly leap off the page, the 

dialogue suddenly seeming to be comprised of 

actual sounds, veritable voices, some words 

shouted, others firmly stated, thought balloons 

becoming mere whispers, sound effects you 

would swear you could hear, even the captions 

coming off rather like they were being read 

aloud by someone like Gary Owens, and all due 

to the deceptively simple, almost cartoony, yet 

truly powerful manner in which those pictures 

were drawn. 
 
Very early on, though we never discussed 

this – for well over two years, as a matter of fact, 
there had been no personal contact whatsoever 
between the two of us; I would instead simply 
send my script to Dick (Giordano) who would 
read it over, then relay it on to Jim – I realized 
that Jim and I were on what back in those days 

most folks referred to as 
―the same wave length!‖  

Simply put, Jim was so 
amazingly adept at giving 
me just what I wanted that I 
couldn’t help but know that 
there had to be more to this 
than merely Jim 
meticulously following 
those instructions known as 
a comic book author’s panel 
descriptions, that he flat-out 
had to view the world in the 
same quirky manner that I 
did, an actuality that was 
confirmed as I pared the 
contents of those 
descriptions down to fewer 
and fewer and fewer words 
– often, in fact, there’d be 
but one word, yet, even then, 
the subsequent drawing 
would contain everything I 
wanted, and often a bit more 
as well, yet never anything 
that detracted from my 
point; rather appendages that 
always truly emphasized 
what it was that I had been 
(consciously or even 

subconsciously) shooting for! 
 

An example of the great rapport between Skeates and Aparo as they poke fun 
at themselves in Aquaman #51 (June 1970). 
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I fully realize, of course, that many a great 
collaboration grows out of a fairly hefty number 
of intensive intense discussions between an 
author and the artist he has been partnered with, 
the two (over coffee or beer or whatever) 
bouncing ideas off each other, ideas that 
somehow pollinate one another and thereby 
ultimately blossom into an actual plot outline.  
Jim and I never went that route, perhaps mainly 
because we didn’t have to!  Yet, there seems as 
well to have been something about our 
respective personalities, the agendas we 
possessed, even our respective approaches to the 
artistic endeavors we were involved in that 
precluded our getting all worked up over 
whatever ideas might spring forth out of some 
frantic jabbering adrenalin-laced over-the-top 
bull session!  After all, what the writer and the 
artist I’m imagining here were getting so excited 
about (to extrapolate from the data I’ve so far 
collected) more or less could hardly be anything 
other than some new novel totally outrageous 
storyline, whereas this author (meaning me) was 
far more interested in how a story would be told 
as opposed to what that story would be about!  
Meanwhile, Jim was the sort of artist who would 
produce one page a day every day, doing 
everything on that page but the writing and the 
editing, and by that I mean pencils, inks, and 
letters!  My conclusion, then, was that Jim was 
as much into the mechanics of conveying the 
ideas as I was! 

 
Take, as an example of what I’m getting at 

here, one of my all-time favorite issues of 
Aquaman, issue number 45, and, since we were 
just now speaking of outrageous ideas, consider 
that this issue is entitled ―Underworld Reward 
Part 2,‖ whereas, in all actuality, it would be far 
more logical to have entitled it ―The Search for 
Mera Part 6!‖  The outrageous aspect of the 
chosen title here may, however, be far more 
apparent than it is real, especially when you 
consider that this tale made its initial appearance 
back when story arcs were a rarity rather than 
the norm!  Since readers back in those days were 
far more used to finding within whatever comic 
book they would purchase a self-contained story 
rather than a mere piece of some huge out-of-
control puzzle, the former is exactly what I tried 
to give them, initially (that is to say) attempting 

to make each issue of our nine-part story arc 
function as a self-contained entity as well as 
being but a piece of some huge ungainly 
seemingly endless drama!  At the point I’m 
currently talking about, however, nearing the 
fateful conclusion of our multi-issue arc, I had in 
fact deviated from that reader-friendly idea I just 
now expounded upon!  Issues 40, 41, 42, and 43 
all had self-contained aspects to them, yet 
starting with issue 44, I spread a story, one that 
was set like a jewel within the confines of our 
story arc, out over three issues – the beginning 
being in issue 44, the middle in issue 45, and the 
explanation of what the heck had happened 
within those two issues to be found in issue 46!  
All in all, then, I do hope that I have somehow 
successfully just now explained why it is that the 
sixth part of the search for Mera was labeled as 
the second part of something else entirely! 

 

The fight scene in question from Aquaman #45 
(June 1969). 
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None of which is why (in the first place) I 
brought up issue number forty-five!  Instead, 
what I wanted to zero in upon here is the very 
opening scene of this particular issue, the fight 
between the sea king and those two nattily 
attired waterfront thugs!  You will note as you 
open the comic and look at this fight that there is 
no indication here as to where this scene is 
taking place!  I asked Jim to do this as a 
storytelling device, a means of enabling the 
reader to see this scene more or less from 
Aquaman’s point of view, his concentrating 
upon the battle he’s embroiled in to the 
exclusion of any consideration of the rest of his 
immediate surroundings!  Then, on the next 
page, now that the fight is finished, the 
background is back!  And, Jim did such a 
downright beautiful job of all of this (I 
especially love those lines of force radiating 
from the fight there within that very first panel 
of the story!), a job that was every bit as subtle 
as it was dynamic, so much so that I seriously 
doubt there were any readers at all who 
immediately realized what we were up to here, 
yet surely they felt it, the way when the 
background suddenly appeared it seemed 
(thanks to the encompassing way it was drawn) 
to close in, making even the most 
psychologically stable individual reading this 
tale suddenly feel quite utterly claustrophobic! 

 
My point here being that this is the sort of 

subtle effect that I sincerely doubt would have 
ever grown out of one of those coffee shop or 
cheap bar blather festivals wherein only huge 
over-the-top ideas get bandied about!  Still, 

whether or not Jim and I would have enjoyed 
participating in just such a bull session actually 
becomes rather a moot point anyway, once you 
consider how physically impossible such an 
unruly gabfest would have been, seeing as Jim 
was living up in the wilds of Connecticut, 
whereas, once we had started working on 
Aquaman I had already moved some three 
hundred miles from New York City to a sad 
little dying former railroad hub of a town known 
as Hornell!  We could, I suppose, have bounced 
our ideas around over the phone, but I do know I 
would have hated to pay those phone bills!  
Besides, as far as I can see, like I said, we 
definitely didn’t need anything such as this 
anyway!! 

 
Some mention should be made, however, of 

the various stories that I hadn’t the slightest idea 
Jim would be drawing, mystery stories and short 
western fillers that I would write with no 
knowledge whatsoever as to whom they would 
be given vis-à-vis the art part.  In fact, usually 
the editor too, back when he approved of my 
plot outline, would have no idea who’d be doing 
the art.  Generally, that would depend upon who 
was available at the particular time that my 
finished script made it onto the editor’s desk!  
And, as for me, I often wouldn’t find out who 
the artist was until the book actually got 
published – there it’d be on the spinner down at 
the local drug store or maybe the supermarket 
(wherever), and I’d have to page through the 
darn thing to find out if I had something in it, 
and whether my story was the first, the second, 
or the third piece in the book, and who the hell 
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the artist was!  And, you better 
believe, whenever I found out it 
was Jim I was more than 
pleasantly surprised!  Thrilled 
would be a far more accurate 
description, and pleased as all 
git-out! 

 
Just check out some of these 

stories I hadn’t the slightest 
inkling Jim would be 
illustrating!  ―The Cat‖ in The 
Many Ghosts of Doctor Graves 
#4, with its fussy animal-hating 
housewife and her slow 
deterioration – dig her total 
freak-out in the second panel on 
page eight, our imaginary 
camera suddenly zooming in 
upon the matches there on the 
coffee table in the third panel on 
that page, and the utter silliness 
of the laughter emanating from 
the dishwasher within the 
penultimate panel on – yep, that 
same page again!   

 
Then, there’s ―The Coward‖ 

in Gunfighters #52, with its 
brutal fistfight on the bottom of 
page seven growing even more 
vicious upon the top of page 
eight and leading into that 
frightening and taunting 
hallucination experienced by the 
loser of that battle within the 
last two panels on that page, 
something that soon we have no 
doubt will lead to his downfall!   

 
Yet, perhaps the most 

interesting of all is a tale 
entitled ―The Big Deal‖ which 
made the scene in Strange 
Suspense Stories #2 – though it 
begins well, quite well, this is 
not exactly one of my best 
stories; one of those deals where 
I ran out of steam around about 

page seven, yet the artwork 
veritably saves the day, Jim 
proverbially pulling my fat 
out of the fire with such great 
bits as the third panel on page 
nine with its nifty angle, its 
desperate action, and its 
expression of so much utter 
fear, panic, and bewilderment, 
expressions that are still there 
two panels later, joined now 
by confusion as well, a far 
from well written ending 
made positively powerful 
thanks to such great art. 

Too bad I never got 
around to thanking Jim for 
that one!  And for so much 
else as well. Yet, I do believe 
he got the picture, especially 
if he compared the panel 
descriptions within the stories 
I had no idea he’d be drawing 
with those specifications there 
within those tales that I knew 
he’d be gracing with his art!  
Within the former, because it 
might wind up in other hands, 
I’d explain everything in as 
much detail as I could 
possibly come up with (and 
still be fearful that I hadn’t 
explained enough), whereas, 
in the latter, as I’ve already 
made quite clear, there were 
within those descriptions very 
few words indeed – that’s 
how comfortable I was when 
working with Jim, how much 
I trusted and knew that he 
would give me just exactly 
what I needed, what I wanted, 
and whatever more he could 
possibly contribute! 

 
As far as I’m concerned, 

he was indeed the best there 
was! 

ABOVE: Panels from "The Cat" The 
Many Ghosts of Doctor Graves #4. 

 
BELOW: Panels from "The Big Deal" 

Strange Suspense Stories #2 
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Charlton Comics 

Beyond the Grave #13 
Captain Atom #87-89 

Career Girl Romances #40 
Charlton Premiere v2 #4 

Cheyenne Kid #66-71 
Ghostly Tales #65-68, 71, 72, 74-76, 79, 81, 137, 

141, 142, 146, 149, 153 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ghost Manor #77 
Go-Go #6, 7, 9 

Gunfighters #52, 83 
Hercules #1-5, 7-10 

I Love You #67 
Many Ghosts of Doctor Graves #4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 17, 

19,66, 67, 69 
Phantom #31-38, 60-61 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scary Tales #22 
Secret Agent #10 

Space Adventures #2, 4, 8 
Space Adventures Presents U.F.O. #60 
Strange Suspense Stories #1-2, 4, 7-9 

Texas Rangers in Action #72 
Thane of Bagarth #24-25 

Thunderbolt #60 
Wild Frontier #4 

DC Comics 
Adventure Comics #426, 427, 431-452, 459-462, 

464-466, 468, 469, 491-503 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adventures of the Outsiders #39-45 
All-Star Western #5 

Aquaman #40-56, 57-63 
Aquaman v4 #52 
Azrael Annual #3 

Batman #284-286, 291-295, 297-299, 301-309, 324-
326, 329, 331-338, 340, 341, 348, 352, 414-420, 426-
435, 440-448, 450, 451, 480-483, 486-491, 494-500, 

533, 534, 558, 560-562, 644, Annual #24-25 
Batman and the Outsiders #1-21, Annual #1 

Batman: Blackgate – Isle of Men #1 
Batman: Brotherhood of the Bat #1 

Batman Chronicles #7, 14 
Batman Chronicles Gallery #1 

Batman Dark Knight Gallery #1 
Batman Family #11-17 
Batman: GCPD #1-4 

Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #142-145 
Batman: No Man’s Land Gallery #1 

Batman Secret Files #1 
Batman: Shadow of the Bat #61, 68 

Batman Villains Secret Files #1 
Best of DC #9, 26, 30, 69 

Black Canary #11 
Brave and the Bold #98, 100-102, 104-136, 138-178, 

180-184, 186-200 
Cancelled Comic Cavalcade #2 (Deadman) 

DC Comics Presents #83 
DC Sampler #1-3 
DC Special #28 

DC Special Blue Ribbon Digest #6, 23 
DC Special Series #1, 8 

DC Super Stars #7, 14, 17, 18, 24 
DC Universe Holiday Bash #1 

Deadman #4 
Deadman: Dead Again #2 
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Detective Comics #430, 437, 438, 440-446, 448-470, 
480, 484, 492-502, 508, 518-522, 598, 625-632, 638-

643, 716, 719, 722, 724, 811 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flash #311 
Flash: Born to Run 

Ghosts #1, 18, 21, 97, 98 
Green Arrow #81-88, 0, 91-95, 98-100, 109, 123, 

Annual #6 
Green Lantern/Superman: Legend of the Green 

Flame 
History of the DC Universe Deluxe Edition 

House of Mystery #192, 201, 209, 269 
House of Secrets #93, 97, 105, 153 

Jonah Hex #76 
Justice League of America #200 

Legends of the Dark Knight # Annual #1 
Legion of Super Heroes #282, 283 

Limited Collectors’ Edition #C-32, C-37,  C-52 
Man-Bat #1-2 

Metal Men #53-56 
Mystery in Space #111 

Outsiders v1 #1-7, 9-14, 17-26 
Outsiders v2 #24 

Phantom Stranger #7-17, 19-26, 33-41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Robin II #2 
Secret Origins #10 

Secrets of Haunted House #6, 7 
Sgt. Rock #19 

Showcase #94-96 
Silver Age: The Brave and the Bold #1 

Speed Force #1 
Superboy and the Ravers #8 

Superman Family #170 
Teen Titans #36 
Time Warp #1 

Unexpected #127, 132 
Untold Legend of the Batman #1-3 

Weird Mystery Tales #4 
Who’s Who in the DC Universe Deluxe Edition #4, 

5, 11, 13, 14 
Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC 
Universe #2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23 

Who’s Who Update ’87 #1, 2, 4, 5 
Who’s Who Update ’88 #2 

Witching Hour #18, 25 
Weird War Tales #53, 105 

Welcome Back to the House of Mystery #1 
World’s Finest Comics #249-255, 257, 265, 266 

Wrath of the Spectre #1-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spotlight Comics (1986) 
Stern Wheeler #1 

 
A-Plus Comics (1990) 

Forbidden Worlds #1 
Swords of Valor #1-4 

 
Avalon Communications Comics (1990) 

Invasion #2 
UFO #1 
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Bob Haney 
Proudly Marching to a Different Drummer 

 
1926 - November 25, 2004 

 
While probably best remembered for his work on DC 

Comics the Brave and the Bold, Teen Titans, and 

Metamorpho, Bob Haney was a comic book renaissance 

man.  He could write in any genre and create a tense 

and exciting plot filled with complex twists and intriguing 

ideas.  With a gifted insight into the development of 

solid story structure and an imagination that developed 

unending masterful plots, Haney delighted readers with 

crazy and wild tales for decades before being "forced" 

into retirement by competition from the new generation 

of comics writers. 

 

Robert Haney  was born and raised in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he grew up 
reading vintage newspaper adventure strips like 
Prince Valiant, Flash Gordon and the Spirit as 
well as listening to the Green Hornet, the 
Shadow, and the Orson Welles' radio dramas of 
the time.  Inspired by the radio shows and 
newspaper strips, he studied the art of writing, 
eventually receiving a Masters of Arts degree 
from Columbia University in New York.  Haney 
quickly found work in the comic industry while 
also writing and publishing novels under a 
variety of pen names.  Between 1948 and 1955, 
he worked for most of the comic book 
publishers, including Fawcett, Harvey, 
Hillman, Standard, St. John, et al, where he 
mostly wrote crime and war comics.  After most 
of the companies that bought Haney's work left 
the industry in the early 1950s, Haney landed a 
position with DC Comics writing western, 
romance, war, and historical adventure comics.  
However, he is best remembered for his super 
hero stories, including co-creating the original 

Teen Titans, Doom Patrol and Metamorpho the 
Element Man, as well as the controversial super 
sons of Superman and Batman.  Additionally, he 
wrote scripts for Superman, Aquaman, Green 
Arrow (World's Finest Comics), Unknown 
Soldier, Johnny Cloud, Sea Devils, Eclipso, 
Viking Prince, Mark Merlin, Sgt. Rock, and 
Brave and the Bold. 

In the late 1960s, Having become a reliable 
and established writer for DC, Haney was 
approached by a group of writers who wanted to 
take a stand and try for medical benefits and 
other securities from management.  Haney was 
drafted to make the initial plea to management, 
which ultimately resulted in many of these 
writers losing assignments and one editor, 
Robert Kashdan, losing his job.  Haney was 
removed from Teen Titans and Aquaman, with 
Brave and the Bold becoming his only 
remaining solid assignment.  He would still 
write short features as back-up in war and 
mystery titles, but his workload and income 
were severely impacted. 
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During this time, Haney wrote for animated 
series including Filmations' Superman and 
Aquaman shows and Rankin-Bass' Thundercats, 
Silverhawks and Karate Kat.   

In 1970, many of the writers previously 
blackballed were able to find work again at DC, 
albeit usually on back-up features.  Murray 
Boltinoff, who inherited editorship of Teen 
Titans following Dick Giordano's resignation, 
dropped writer Steve Skeates and reinstated Bob 
Haney, who continued with the title until its 
cancellation.  However, Haney was no longer 
seen as a star writer in the bullpen.  Aside from 
being the mainstay on Brave and the Bold, 
Haney found it harder to get new assignments, 
and was mostly relegated to the war books.  In 
time, Haney was removed from Brave and the 
Bold in order to bring it more into continuity 
with the rest of the DC titles. 

Haney continued to write for DC until 1983, 
blaming the younger editors for his lack of 
assignments as they were looking for "fresh and 
contemporary" material.  When comic book 
work dried up, he began work on a 
book focusing on  his passion for 
carpentry.  In 1994, Haney co-
authored Woodstock Handmade 
Houses with David Ballantine and 
photographer Jonathan Elliott, 
about the craftsmanship of the 
freethinkers in rural Woodstock, 
New York, before the time of strict 
building codes. 

What happened to make Bob Haney, who 
wrote some of the more memorable stories of 
the 1960s and 1970s, into a virtual outcast in the 
1980s?  Many believe it was that Haney did not 
understand the basic nature of the comic book 
industry and could not change with the times.  
However, it could also be stated that Haney 
understood the industry all too well and that 
comics were evolving in a direction he could not 
force himself into. 

To fully understand this enigma, one has to 
remember that many of the comic book writers, 
artists, and editors of the 1950s saw comics as a 
stepping stone in their career, a training ground 
until they could move on to something bigger 
and more respectable.  The common view was 
that comic books were read by young boys 
between 10 and 15 years old, and that the market 
turned over every five years or so.  Fandom was 
not taken into account and adult readership was 
considered marginal at best.  Therefore, as 
Haney has said in every interview I could find:  
"My audience was still the twelve-year-old kid 
in Ohio."  

Haney understood one thing that many in 
the industry have forgotten over the years - 
comics should be fun!  In writing to that twelve-
year old in Ohio, Haney discovered what made 
super hero comics appealing.  Super heroes are 
about power, the power to change the world for 
the better.  Super heroes defend the weak and 
downtrodden, and who are weaker and more 
frustrated about their lack of power over their 

lives than twelve to fourteen-year olds?  
In a world of normal people, super 
powers are appealing, especially to 
those who feel powerless.  Super 
heroes are healthy fantasies, seeking to 
equalize the world - an outlet against 
general injustice and suffering.  The 
intrusion of too much reality into these 
stories destroys that fantasy.   

This is not to say that Haney could 
not be topical.  His stories often touched on 
controversial issues including the cold war, 
terrorism, the nuclear arms threat, and less 
global issues like the generation gap and 
prejudice.  In the 1960s, when DC could not 
understand why Marvel was beating them in 
sales, Haney, along with a few other writers and 
artists, knew why - Marvel had reinvented the 
super hero.  Haney tried the new Marvel 
formula out with collaborator Arnold Drake and 
developed the Doom Patrol, DC's first anti-
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heroes.  Haney quickly followed that up with 
Metamorpho the Element Man (with the 
assistance of artist Ramona Fradon).  These 
characters did not find having super powers to 
be glamorous.  Instead, they thought of 
themselves as freaks and outcasts.  The typical 
DC hero at the time had a cardboard personality 
and the stories were all about stopping the bad 
guys.  This new sensibility was more on 
character development and dialogue than on 
clever plot devices.  Haney followed this up with 
Eclipso in House of Secrets, taking the formula 
a step farther and making the main character an 
actual super villain! 

Unfortunately, these series failed to catch 
on, having a cult following, but not generating 
big sales, and so were dropped from the line-up.  
Thus, Haney seems to have gone back to 
focusing on tightly structured, intriguing plots 
with less concern about character or external 
continuity (a prime example being the super 
sons tales).  Part of this could be explained by 
Haney's original goal as a writer.  Influenced by 
the great writers like Hemingway and Fitzgerald, 
Haney wanted to be a novelist.  Therefore, when 
he approached a story, he saw it as a stand-alone 
mini-novel.  As long as the story itself was 
internally successful, gripping and well-
developed, Haney was not concerned about its 
relationship to other stories in other comics.  
Thus, Batman often acted out of character in 
Brave and the Bold as did his guest stars (in 
fact, in several Brave and the Bold stories, both 
Green Arrow and Catwoman show a 
discomforting lack of concern over killing, when 
neither character had ever shown a violent streak 
in any other title). 

After leaving DC, Haney continued to write 
for animation and occasionally for independent 
comic book publishers, eventually going into 
full retirement in 1998 when, after visiting his 
sister in San Felipe, Mexico, he left Woodstock, 
NY for the sunny beaches of the Baja peninsula.  
There, he spent his time at a local deli, reading 

the newspapers and watching CNN.  Sometimes, 
he would attend the San Diego Comic Book 
Convention where he was amazed that he was 
considered a celebrity by the fans.  One such 
visit led to his writing one last Super Sons 
stories and the Teen Titans Swinging Elseworlds 
Special (later published as the "Lost Annual").  
Both would be published posthumously. 

 
Towards the end of his life, Haney was 

gripped by a fatalist bitterness.  He never wrote 
that great American novel.  He had been rejected 
by the industry to which he had dedicated most 
of his life, replaced by writers whose work he 
saw as inferior or at least no better than his own.  
He suffered a series of minor strokes and other 
medical issues, but refused to see a doctor.  He 
seemed to be waiting to die, and following his 
last, massive stroke, passed away quietly on 
Thanksgiving 2004. 
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The Bob Haney Bibliography 

Bob Haney's Legacy 
 
Unfortunately, most fans today criticize Haney for his lack of attention to continuity.  Famous for teaming 

Batman with characters from alternate Earths or impossible time-lines (e.g. Sgt Rock) with no explanation, and for 
the creation of and continued line of stories featuring the notorious Sons of Superman and Batman in World’s 
Finest Comics, many of Haney's stories have been consigned to the mysterious Earth B (for the Brave and the Bold)  

and are ridiculed for their continuity errors rather than 
admired for their detailed and imaginative plots.  Let us not 
forget his many contributions to the DC Universe, not just 
the great characters he created/co-created, but the many fine 
layers of details he added to any series he was on.  In 1968, 
the industry recognized him with the Alley Award for Best 
Full-Length Story ("Track of the Hook" in Brave and the 
Bold #79).  And Aquaman fans are forever in his debt for his 
additions to the Sea King's supporting cast, including Vulko, 
Tula, Ocean Master, Black Manta, and many more. 
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from the “lost” 

Aquaman Annual! 

All right already, I shall indeed (right here, 

right now) cop to the already downright obvious 

actuality that this one was rather a cheat!  Hardly 

a set-up, hardly a tease, being a text piece this 

one was able to stand on its own, to be in and of 

itself the whole story, which is indeed what I 

went for! 

Rather poetic, employing once again my 

favorite form of forced identification, the 

second-person present-tense, with even a not 

unsuccessful touch of universality thrown in there 

(causing, for example, Tygart to symbolize all 

tyrants via describing him as “the Leader, the 

President, the King”), I was once again examining 

themes I had pounced upon in Crime Wave and 

Computer Trap, mainly the theme of control 

symbolically exerted via a ray device that acts 

upon the mind, but this time from the point of 

view of an actual victim rather than either a hero 

who couldn’t be transformed into a victim or the 

villain himself!   

Here, Aquaman is seen from a distance – 

first by the aforementioned victim, then (as the 

narrative changes to the more commonplace third-

person past-tense) essentially through mine eyes, 

the tale all of a sudden taking on a very simplistic, 

straightforward, far from poetic style 

reminiscent of the manner in which Lester Dent 

(better known by his “house name” of Kenneth 

Robeson) wrote all those (great in their own crazy 

way) Doc Savage novels, the sea king abruptly 

taking on the no-nonsense attitude of a pulp hero; 

consider, for instance: “Aquaman knew that 

Tygart would be waiting for him.  But that no 

longer mattered.  Tygart had gone too far this 

time.  The sea king had never been able to stop 

this tyrant from enslaving his own people, but now 

he was trying to extend his power.  He had to be 

stopped.”   
 

Within four  more  short  and to-the-point  

paragraphs similar to that one, Aquaman meets and 

defeats the villain, then we switch back to the 

second-person in order to learn that the sea king’s 

actions have had the additional benefit (beyond 

merely stopping this madman’s plan of expansion) of 

finally freeing Tygart’s own people from that 

frighteningly long seemingly endless nightmare of 

total mind control! 

Even though it didn’t exactly fit the 

requirements of being a set-up for some future 

story, I do believe Dick quite liked this baby, yet 

with the cancellation of Aquaman he didn’t really 

know what to do with it.  I do (in turn) quite like the 

use Dick ultimately settled upon, placing it within 

Super DC Giant #S-26, having it illustrated by Sal 

Amendola (who had previously worked around the 

periphery of the Aquaman book, providing, for 

example, the illustration for the letters page) and 

himself, and advertising it on the contents page as 

“a brand-new, never-before-published adventure of 

Aquaman, written by Steve Skeates!”  I do enjoy 

the hyperbole there, especially considering that 

there wasn’t all that much that was “brand-new” 

here – themes I had used in Aquaman #54 and 55, 

even the big fight scene more than a little 

reminiscent of the fisticuffs found within issue 

#45, yet, always having been a bit more interested 

in form as opposed to substance, I do quite like (and 

then some!) what I did here myself! 
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SUPER DC GIANT #S-26 
July 1971 

―Island of Fear‖ 
story – Steve Skeates 

pencils – Sal Amendola, inks – Dick Giordano 
 

In addition to reprinting five classic Aquaman tales, 
Super DC Giant also featured a new Aquaman story by 
Steve Skeates.  This text story, accompanied by several 
illustrations, tells of how Aquaman fought to defeat the 
leader of a small island nation.  The people of this island 
nation live in fear – fear generated by the villain Tygart, 
who has enslaved his people.  Aquaman arrives and 
defeats Tygart, who is electrocuted by his own 
machinery.  The people are now free of Tygart’s control. 

 

Reprinted Stories: 
―Creatures from Atlantis‖ – Showcase #30 

―A World Without Water‖ – Adventure Comics #251 
―The Human Flying Fish‖ – Adventure Comics #272 

―The First Aquagirl‖ – Adventure Comics #266 
―The Shark With a Human Brain‖ – Adventure Comics #203 
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by Russell Burbage 
 

No, this is not some sort of odd David Letterman skit.  In following the theme of this issue, I 
thought I'd present my candidates for those Justice League of America missions featuring Aquaman that 
were the most memorable, most dramatic, or most exciting. 

Aquaman was an original member and was there until the end, so picking just ten stories out of the 
261 issues of classic Justice League of America was rather difficult.  I decided to judge on the following 
criteria: 1 - Aquaman was used well; 2 - some new facet of Aquaman’s character was played up; and/or 3 
- Aquaman saved the day.  As you'll see, most of my choices meet more than one of these criteria!  Of 
course, this means that some of my favorite Aquaman appearances, such as Justice League of America 
#118-119 (vs. the Adaptoids) and Justice League of America #90 (Aquaman's diatribe against surface 
dwellers’ pollution) didn't make the list, but I had to draw the line somewhere.  

I'm going to try to not go into too much detail when discussing these stories so as not to spoil them 
for those of you who may not have read them yet.  If you haven't read all of these issues, take it from me: 
you need to!  These, then, are the ten stories I believe no self-respecting Aquafan can be without:  

 

#10 - Justice League of America #9 
―The Secret Origin of the Justice League!‖ 
by Gardner Fox, Mike Sekowsky, and Bernard Sachs  

 
In many Gardner Fox stories, one member 

stumbles across something that solves their current 
case (and was always the new member in his/her first 
adventure, remember?).  Other times, a member did 
something that started a chain reaction of team-work.  
As an example of this phenomenon, I've chosen the 
oft-reprinted and retold origin of the Justice League.  
You probably know the gist: a band of aliens come to 
Earth to fight amongst themselves in order to decide 

who will be their new leader.  Each 
hero defeats one of the champions, 
then goes to investigate another alien 
sighting.  Aquaman, Green Lantern, 
Martian Manhunter, the Flash, and 
Wonder Woman meet just 
*moments* before the wood alien 
arrives and turns them into tree 
slaves!  

AQUA Moment - Aquaman 
knocks into Green Lantern, setting 
his power ring free. Green Lantern 
then uses it to clear the bark off of 
the face of the Martian Manhunter, 
who then uses his super breath to 
knock the Flash into Wonder 
Woman.  The Amazon Princess falls 
into the path of Green Lantern's 
power ring beam, which restores 

enough of her mobility to use her magic lasso to free 
them all.  Voila!  They then go on to save all of Earth 
AND form the Justice League.  Thanks, Arthur!  

#9 - Justice League of America #126 
―The Evil Connection‖ 

by Gerry Conway, Dick Dillin, and Frank McLaughlin 
 

The Weaponers of Qward are trying to invade 
our dimension (again!} and this time it's up to the 
Justice League and special guest-star Two-Face to 
stop them.  It turns out that the Weaponers are using 
the Justice League’s own super-powered energy to 
power their weapons ..and once they siphon off 
enough of it, our dimension is doomed!  

AQUA Moment - Two-Face double-crosses the 
Weaponers (surprise!) and explains their plan to the - 
Justice League.  In order to short-circuit the weapons 
AND the invasion, Aquaman, Superman, and the 
Atom have to face an energy barrage that lasts a 
whole page!  In an orgy of sadistic delight, the 
Weaponers eventually burn their weapons out.  This 
leaves them at the mercy of our heroes, who 
promptly make short work of them.  Yes, Aquaman 
and the Atom withstand just as much punishment as 
the Man of Steel, then turn around and kick some 
serious Qwardian butt, saving our entire dimension. 
Nice going, guys!  
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#8 - Justice League of America #104  
―The Shaggy Man Will Get You If You Don't Watch Out!‖ 

by Len Wein, Dick Dillin, and Dick Giordano 
 

Hector Hammond, enemy of Green Lantern, 
mentally reactivates the Shaggy Man, then teleports 
him (it?) to the Justice League satellite.  Meanwhile, 
the JLA is busy cleaning their headquarters when 

they come across 
the menace.  Not 
only do the 
readers get a tour 
of the satellite, but 
they also get an 
issue-length battle 
with the furry 
menace.  The only 
drawback is we 
never really learn 
what Hammond’s 
plan is!  My guess 
– hope the Shaggy 
Man does enough 
damage to kill 
Green Lantern, 
but it isn't ever 
really made clear.  
Still, it's a fun 
ride.  

 
 

 
AQUA Moment - A charming conversation 

between Aquaman and Black Canary, who are 
assigned to clean the trophy room.  Black Canary, 
who at the time was the JLA’s newest member, tells 
Arthur that she has been meaning to browse through 
the room but never had time.  So Aquaman cheerfully 
tells her he will take her on ―Aquaman's Handy-
Dandy Super Spectacular Totally Portable Trophy 
Room Tour.‖  Then the narrator tells us, ―For the 
next few minutes, the Sea King regales his lovely 
companion with the stories behind the souvenirs,‖ 

that is, until they come across a statue of the Shaggy 
Man.  Confused, Aquaman says, ―We never had a 
statue of the Shaggy Man.!‖ and the action begins!  
It's scenes like these that, to me, make Len Wein’s 
JLA run the best.  Oh, and by the way, Aquaman and 
Black Canary very nearly defeat this indestructible 
android all by themselves.  Yep, uh-huh, all by 
themselves.  

 
 
 

#7 - Justice League of America #150 
―The Key...Or Not The Key‖ 

by Steve Englehart, Dick Dillin, and Frank McLaughlin 
 

In one of my all-time favorite Justice League 
stories, Aquaman is treated equally well as all the 
other Justice Leaguers.  This alone is worth the price 
of admission, but I would argue that Steve 
Englehart’s run on Justice League of America 
(#139-150) is second only to Len Wein’s in terms of 
over-all excellence.  In this particular issue we have 
the Star Tsar and the Key putting our heroes through 
their paces.  Every member appears and has 
something meaningful to do (Aquaman finds the 
underwater entrance to the Key's island 
headquarters).  The plot revolves around whether the 
Justice League 's former ―mascot,‖ Snapper Carr, has 
betrayed the Justice League a second time or not.  
Englehart deftly uses the JLA’s large membership to 
his advantage (and to their disadvantage), juggling all 
13 members plus Snapper, the Phantom Stranger, 
AND the Privateer.  This story has one of the greatest 
endings of all-time, and I will not spoil it for you.  
Suffice it to say, if you haven't yet read Englehart’s 
run on JLA, you should.  You won't be disappointed.  

AQUA Moment - Aquaman sets the emotional 
tone of the story when he, the Flash, Green Arrow, 
the Atom, and Wonder Woman go to Happy Harbor 
in search of answers.  When confronted with 
animosity on the part of Snapper's family, Arthur 
says, ―No matter what happened to Snapper, the tide 
flows in as well as out! We had no intention of 
injuring the lad, and still less knowledge! (pause) We 
cared for him, too, you know!‖  Seldom is Aquaman 
ever given such weighty dialogue.  Well put, Arthur.  
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#6 - Justice League of America #111 ―Balance of 
Power!‖  

by Len Wein, Dick Dillin, and Dick Giordano 
 

Another Len Wein JLA epic, this one features 
the debut of The Injustice Gang as pawns of new 
master villain Libra.  He sends the Scarecrow, Poison 
Ivy, Shadow Thief, the Tattooed Man, Mirror Master, 
and Chronos all over the world.  Their mission: cause 
chaos in order to attract the attention of the Justice 
League.  Libra himself then shows up and steals half 
the powers of the Justice Leaguers ala The Parasite.  

The only complaint I have about this story is 
that I always wondered 
why there weren't more 
members of the 
Injustice Gang!  At the 
time the Justice League 
consisted of ten 
members (Hawkman 
had just quit, so maybe 
the public thought 
there were eleven).  So 
how would Libra know 
that all of them 
wouldn't show up to 
fight his out-numbered 
champions?  It just 
seemed odd to me.  

AQUA Moment - Aquaman has two moments 
in this story.  First, he agrees with the Elongated Man 
that the Justice Leaguers should not have to face the 
same bad guys over and over again.  ―If we're truly 
the heroes we claim to be, it shouldn't make any 
difference whom we fight.‖  One of the most 
powerful men in the DC Universe, and he uses 
proper grammar too.  Nice!  (Of course, it's easy for 
him to say this, since Ocean Master, the Fisherman, 
and Black Manta are all absent from the Gang’s roll 
call.)  A few panels later, he and Green Lantern face 
down Poison Ivy and Mirror Master.  Ivy blasts 
Aquaman with her vine weapon, boasting, ―It takes 
my giant creeper vine mere minutes to crush an entire 
building...so I doubt it will take more than a few 
seconds to finish you, Sea King!‖ However, Arthur 
easily breaks lose (cue SNAPT! THRACK! 
SNACKT! sound effects), saying, ―Nice idea in 
theory, Ivy...but you forgot to account for muscles 
that are used to dealing with the pressures of the 
ocean floor...muscles that are downright super strong 
here on the surface!‖  He then dramatically disarms 
Ivy and moves towards Mirror Master, as well.  
Given the chance, you just know he would have 
captured them both.  Cool!  

 

#5 - Justice League of America #109 ―Doom of 
the Divided Man!‖ 

by Len Wein, Dick Dillin, and Dick Giordano 
 

This is the issue best known for Hawkman's 
resignation from the Justice League, but there is 
really a lot more going on here than just that.  Eclipso 
(the titular divided man) is on a rampage to take over 
the Earth.  He has three plots going on 
simultaneously, one of which is to take over a 
pollution research facility on the ocean's floor.  Black 
Canary and the Atom are sent to defend it, but meet 
trouble in the form of goons in scuba gear hired by 

Eclipso to protect it.  
AQUA Moment - Aquaman, who doesn't 

show up at the actual meeting, is called by the 
Batman to meet up with his friends to help 
battle the goons.  When the Atom exclaims, 
―Where in blazes did you come from?‖ Arthur 
responds, ―I live down here, little fella, 
remember?‖  Later, after Black Canary and the 
Atom are unable to defeat Eclipso on their own, 
Aquaman bursts into the lab and immediately 
captures the bad guy all by himself.  You get the 
feeling that Aquaman isn't afraid of Eclipso at 
all, which is awesome.  Sure, he makes his 
team-mates look a little bit superfluous 
(especially the Atom, who could have disarmed 

Eclipso just as easily as Arthur did), but, after all, he 
does live down there.  

The other thing I liked about this story is 
Aquaman's overall genial personality. He refers to the 
Atom as ―little fella,‖ and his fellow teammates as 
―the gang.‖  And at the end of the story, Arthur 
makes it a point to go to the satellite to say good-
bye to Hawkman.  I thought that was awesome, 
too.  
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#4 - Justice League of America #223 
―Beasts Part Three: Blood Sport!‖  

by Gerry Conway, Chuck Patton, and Romeo Tanghal 
 

In the concluding chapter of the ―Beasts‖ three-
parter, the JLA moves to shut down Rex Maximus 
and his Ani-Men - executives of a failing company 
called Repli-Tech who have undergone gene 
enhancement, turning themselves into mixtures of 
men and animals, including scorpions, cats, dogs, 
birds, a whale, a rattlesnake, a rhino, and a lion.  The 
tension builds slowly but surely as the Flash, 
Elongated Man, and Hawkman are all injured by 
these Ani-Men in the first chapter, and then 
Hawkwoman and Wonder Woman are kidnapped 
along with Hawkman when they go to check up on 
him in part two.  This is by far the bloodiest, most 
violent Justice League story arc in the series’ history, 
but the Justice League comes across as even more 
heroic for not stooping to the villains’ level.  

AQUA Moment - Aquaman is assigned the 
mission to rescue the hostages.  This includes getting 
anti-toxin to Hawkman in order to save his life.  
Elongated Man warns him that the Ani-Men are 
getting more bestial by the moment and to be careful.  
Arthur replies, ―Those are my friends on that 
island...I won't let them down.‖  Later, Aquaman tries 
to infiltrate the island headquarters but finds the 
underwater passage blocked by the whale-man.  
Because he's holding the anti-toxin, he can't defeat 
his foe by sheer brute strength.  Instead, he uses his 
mental telepathy to ―dominate your 
thoughts...squeeze your brain...and shut down your 
mind! Sweet dreams!‖  It's that last comment that 
makes Aquaman a total badass.  So, while Zatanna 
and the Elongated Man are causing a commotion 
above, Arthur manages to sneak in, save Hawkman, 
free the others, and take out at least two more Ani-
Men – thus saving the day.  Sweet dreams, indeed.  

#3 - Justice League of America #142 
―Return From Forever‖ 

by Steve Englehart, Dick Dillin, and Frank McLaughlin 
 

This is the only issue of Justice League of 
America during its classic era that features Aquaman 
in such a lead role.  In this adventure he, the Atom, 
and the Elongated Man share the spotlight between 
them. It starts off innocently enough: Arthur invites 
Ralph to help cheer up their team-mate and friend, 
the Atom, who is suffering from a lack of self-
confidence.  They are floating along in the Atlantic 
Ocean when the artificial-intelligence called the 
Construct attacks the peaceful alien Willow.  The rest 
of the story is how our heroes are dragged along in 
this interstellar conflict.  

AQUA Moment - Although the issue 
eventually turns into an Atom solo story, for the first 
half of the tale, Elongated Man and Aquaman also 
have quite a few good scenes.  Aquaman 
demonstrates his super-strength (he saves Willow 
from her wrecked space ship), his friendliness 
(towards his team-mates as well as towards King 
Vulko), and his dominating personality (in the scenes 
negotiating with the Construct).  The Construct tells 
the three Justice Leaguers that since they are safe 
from him in Atlantis, he is going to destroy Miami, 
Florida if they do not hand Willow over to him.  The 
Construct threatens, ―Think, Aquaman, is she worth 
two million lives?  Do you have any reason to defend 
her?‖  Aquaman replies in a heartbeat, ―Yes... You!  
You said we have an hour, Construct!  We'll call you 
back then!‖ and promptly hangs up on him!  Later, as 
Aquaman and Elongated Man are working together 
stop the destruction of Miami, Aquaman takes care of 
the robot guards while Elongated Man destroys the 
Construct’s death ray.  So those two million lives 
have Aquaman and the Elongated Man to thank.  On 
behalf of the Sea King, You're welcome, Gloria 
Esteban.  
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#2 - Justice League of America #13 
―Riddle of the Robot Justice League!‖ 

by Gardner Fox, Mike Sekowsky, and Bernard Sachs 
 

It isn’t often that you come across a story based 
on the quote by John Milton, ―They also serve who 
only stand and wait.‖  You can stop looking, because 
this is it.  This is another example of ―the Justice 
League is famous throughout the galaxy, so we need 
them to come and help us‖ type stories that Gardner 
Fox did so well (and so often!).  This time it’s a 
good-hearted alien named Sforll who kidnaps the 
JLA and brings them to his planet Skarn so they can 
fight and defeat robotic copies of themselves in order 
to stop his planet from destroying Earth (phew, quite 
a plot!).  Unfortunately, there is no water on Skarn, 
so although Aquaman is brought along, there isn't 
anything for him to do.  As soon as the heroes beat 
the robots and reconvene in the stadium, the 
Skarnians tell them that they don't care if the JLA 
won their Contest of Champions, they’re still going 
to blow up Earth and there is no way the JLA can 
find where they planted the bomb.  So there!  

AQUA Moment - Although this story sounds 
like it's going to be another ―Oops, there isn't 
anything for you to do this time, sorry‖ type story 
(see Justice League of America #19, ―The Super 
Exiles of Earth‖), it quickly becomes much, much 
more than that.  Green Lantern whips up a power ring 
pool for Aquaman so that he can be the team’s one 
and only cheerleader.  The funny thing is: he then 
manages to say just the right thing in cheering on his 
friends to help them to overcome their robot 
adversaries.  For example, he cheers to Green Arrow, 
―Give it something a little extra!‖ which prompts the 
Emerald Archer to break an arrow in half, shooting 
two when his adversary only shoots one, thus 
winning the competition.  
Then, when the other 
JLAers search desperately 
for the bomb, it is 
Aquaman who actually 
finds it!  So, to recap: 
Aquaman saves his friends, 
the Earth, and the galaxy.  
Not bad for a fish out of 
water.  

#1 - Justice League of America #122 
―The Great Identity Crisis!‖ 

by Martin Pasko, Dick Dillin, and Frank McLaughlin 
 

This is unquestionably the greatest Aquaman-
centric Justice League adventure during the classic 
era.  It’s unfortunate, therefore, that the story itself is 
quite hokey and doesn’t stand the test of time.  In 
fact, it's pretty stupid.  Set sometime after Justice 
League of America # 77, the story is about Dr. 
Light’s quest for revenge.  Because the JLA defeated 
him by switching identities (in Justice League of 
America #12), he contrives to use their secret 
identities against them.  Pretending to be an ice 
creature, he gains access to Superman’s Fortress of 
Solitude where he steals a sample of the ore 
Amnesium to scramble the Justice Leaguers’ 
knowledge of their own secret identities.  Having 
swapped their memories, Dr. Light plants death traps 
in their civilian environments, trusting that, in their 
confusion, the heroes will perish.  Believing that 
Aquaman doesn't have a secret identity, Dr. Light 
sets up an exploding hologram of a lantern fish to kill 
him.  

Now, a few nagging questions…  Why in the 
world would the JLA not ask who sent the emergency 
signal to them?  How did Dr. Light know there was 
Amnesium in the Fortress of Solitude and how did he 
know how to use it?  How did Dr. Light know that 
Aquaman doesn't have a secret identity?  Why didn’t 
Superman look at the computer print-out his Fortress 
computer provided?  How did Aquaman get to Ivy 
Town so quickly and why pretend to be an executive 
instead of just stopping the death trap outright? 
*sigh* Oh, well.  Moving on...  

AQUA Moments - Where to start?  After the 
initial set up of the first half of the story, the rest of 
the issue belongs almost totally to Aquaman!  HE is 
the one who tells off the bad guy and explains how 
HE was able to start the team-work chain to save his 
friends.  It’s usually Batman hogging these 
explanations, so it’s a real pleasure to see Aquaman 
walking us through it.  And dig Arthur Curry, Toy 
Company Vice President, in an orange and green 
polyester suit!  It’s AQUAMAN who outwits the bad 

guy.  It’s AQUAMAN who 
saves the Flash from certain 
death.  And along the way, 
he calls Superman ―buddy‖ 
and Dr. Light ―crud.‖  To 
look at the cover you may 
think, ―Aquaman dies?!‖  
But the truth is, the JLA 
lives, and it's all thanks to 
Aquaman.  
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So the next time somebody says, 
―Aquaman? What can HE do?‖ - just toss 
’em out one of these stories with a smug 
smile and say, ―Oh, he can do plenty.  
Believe me.‖  

 
******************************* 
 
EXTRA SPECIAL ADDENDUMS: 

 
In my opinion, the three WORST 

Aquaman Justice League of America 
adventures are as follows: 

 

#3 - Justice League of 
America #170 
Look at the cover and 

its blurb: ―The entire JLA 
turns out, but Batman holds 
the secret to stop the world 
from burning!‖  Do you see 
Aquaman anywhere on that 
cover?  Well do you?  Yeah, 
I didn't think so.  Bad Dick 
Dillin for not drawing him!  
Bad editor for not catching 
it!  

 
 

#2 - Justice League of America #129 
In the issue, best remembered for the second 

death of the Red Tornado, Aquaman shows up and, 
when faced with Nekron’s gas, basically says, 
―Who’s that?‖  Then he is used as a telepathic Deus 
Ex Machina by the writer to stop the alien.  The End.  
Bad, Martin Pasko, very bad.  

 

# 1 - Justice League of America #200 
This is the story that is sort of a sequel to 

Justice League of America #9.  The Appallaxian 
aliens from the original story are back, and the newer 
Justice Leaguers have to battle the founding seven 
members.  Firestorm faces Martian Manhunter, 
Green Arrow and Black Canary track Batman, 
Elongated Man follows Flash, the Atom confronts 
Green Lantern, Zatanna bewitches Wonder Woman, 
Hawkman challenges Superman, and Red Tornado 
goes up against Aquaman.  So guess who, amongst 
the original members, is the only one to almost get 
defeated!?  You're telling me that Red Tornado is 
more powerful than Aquaman?  Really?!?  Even with 
beautiful art by such luminaries as Jim Aparo, 
George Perez, and Dick Giordano, this is just bad.  
Boo, Gerry Conway, Boo!!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[*Editor’s note.  I believe that Russell is forgetting 
that Aquaman nearly drowned the Red Tornado.  When 
the Red Tornado revived and tried to renew combat 
with Aquaman, the Phantom Stranger intervened, 
summoning a lightning bolt that felled the Red Tornado.  
We are not shown what would have happened if the Red 
Tornado managed to attack Aquaman a second time.  I’m 
certain Aquaman would have beaten the Red Tornado 
and gone on to join his fellow founding members without 
the Phantom Stranger’s interference.  The Phantom 
Stranger was only included in this chapter in order to 
allow Jim Aparo the chance to draw two characters for 
which he was best known.] 
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TEEN TITANS: THE LOST ANNUAL 
March 2008, 64 pg., $4.99 

Written by Bob Haney 
Art by Jay Stephens & Mike Allred 

Cover by Nick Cardy 
 

As a fan of both the original Teen Titans 
and the late Bob Haney, this is a difficult 
review for me to write.  In the 1960s and 
70s, Haney’s stories (so often accompanied 
by Nick Cardy’s elegant and powerful 
artwork) were the first comics I sought out. 
They make up some of my fondest 
memories of comic book reading. 

 
So back in 2003, when I heard about a 

new comic to be called the Teen Titans 
Swingin' Elseworlds Special, I was thrilled.  
It was said to feature the classic Teen Titans 
(including Aqualad!). Best of all, it was 
written by the great Bob Haney! 

 
It brought to mind some of my favorite Bob 

Haney Titans stories of my younger days, like 
“Requiem for a Titan” (#14), “The Spawn of the 
Sinister Sea” (#40), and even “A Killer Called 
Honey-Bun.” (#8). 

 
But shortly after listing the Teen Titans 

Swingin' Elseworlds Special for sale, DC 
cancelled the book without comment in 2003. 
Even after Mr. Haney’s passing in November 
2004, the comic languished in a drawer 
somewhere.  Some speculated that the story’s 
supposed “anti-war” themes were problematic for 
DC in the midst of America’s War on Terror. 
Others thought “brand confusion” might be the 
concern with the anime Teen Titans on television 
and in the comics, as well as a mainstream 
relaunch or two of the franchise with new 
characters, perhaps a stand-alone “special” with 
the original Teen Titans would detract from DC’s 
goals.  

 

DC finally relented 
to fans and released 
Haney’s story as Teen 
Titans: The Lost 
Annual in early 2008. 
With the actual comic in 
my hands, I suspect 
that the company’s 
motives in holding it 
back were a little more 
prosaic than that its 
critics suggested. 

 
While I’ve read 

some reviews on-line 
that praise this “annual” 
highly, I found it to be a 
major disappointment.  

 
The Lost Annual 

had the elements of a really bad episode of the 
original Star Trek series: gratuitous insertion of a 
figure from US history into a story about outer 
space (JFK, no less); painfully “groovy” 60s 
dialogue; bad aliens in cheesy costumes (or in this 
case cheesily drawn by Stephens and Allred); and 
space hippies! 

 
The story opens with Wonder Girl, Speedy, 

Kid Flash, and Aqualad speeding to the Titans 
secret lair at to meet Robin who informs the team 
that “President Kennedy has been kidnapped!!” 
Aliens from the planet Ullustro abducted him from 
the White House at ray-gunpoint and replaced him 
with a shape-shifting imposter. Fortunately, Robin 
just happened to be a guest in the Lincoln 
Bedroom on that very night and he just happened 
to peek around the corner at the crucial moment. 
The story is littered with such clichéd plot devices 
which were not characteristic of Haney in his 
prime. Neither was arbitrarily excluding Aqualad 
from an adventure, as he does here. Garth 
remains on earth to operate the dimensional portal 
that takes the rest of the team to rescue the 

 
HOLY 

HADDOCK, TITANS 
FANS!  TWO FAR-OUT 
TALES HAVE RECENTLY 

RESURFACED REVISITING 
THE GLORY DAYS OF THE 

ORIGINAL TEEN 

TITANS! 

THAT’S RIGHT 
GILL HEAD!  AND OUR 
OLD FRIEND RICHARD 
DUNCAN IS GOING TO 
TELL US ALL ABOUT 

THEM! 
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President, who has since been brainwashed by 
the aliens. 

 
The four Titans are captured by the Ullustrans, 

a race of space-beatniks and taken before their 
ruler, a giant machine controlled by a disembodied 
brain. (More shades of bad Start Trek!) The brain 
had been scanning the universe to find a leader 
great enough to guide them in their generations-
long war against their werewolf-like enemies, the 
Violators. That leader of course was JFK, who 
they hypnotized and placed behind a space-
Jeopardy podium, from whence he directs his 
alien troops. 

 
Perhaps the story’s 

high point comes when 
Wonder Girl, in the heat of 
battle falls in love with one 
of the so-called Violators 
and learns that they have 
legitimate grievances.  

 
The whole mess nears 

conclusion when Robin 
concocts a bizarre scheme, 
verging on man- slaughter, 
to crash a space-ship into 
the President’s vessel in an 
attempt to shock JFK back 
to normalcy by rekindling 
his memories of the sinking 
of his PT boat in WWII! 

 
Robin’s desperate plan works. Kennedy 

comes to his senses, institutes a 
forced peace on the warring parties, 
and immediately returns to earth. But, 
there is a problem. Uh, the thing 
is…Kennedy has been away for the 
entire Cuban Missile Crisis and HIS 
OWN ASSASSINATION! We learn that 
the actual victim in that fateful Dallas 
motorcade was the president’s shape-
shifting alien doppelganger.  

 
Kennedy concludes that going 

public after the world (not to mention 
his family) has mourned him so bitterly 
would be too much of a shock for 
America. After bringing peace so 
handily to Ullustro, he decides to leave 
the US (in the capable hands of 
Lyndon Johnson, who promptly gets us 
mired in our own war, but I digress) 
and continue his space diplomacy. 

 

Before departing, the Teen Titans are sworn to 
secrecy. The last panel reveals that John F. 
Kennedy would live out the rest of his civil service 
career as a space-helmet-wearing ray-gun-
blasting, alien-fighting, cosmic commander-in-
chief!! 

 
And that, as Bob Haney might have said in 

better days, is the ever-loving end! 
 

Six pages of gorgeous Nick Cardy artwork 
(seven, if you count the cover) fill out the 
remainder of the book’s extra-large page count. 

 

Fans of this Lost Annual praise 
Haney’s retro wackiness and his evocation 
of a simpler, more idealistic time. And it 
certainly showcases Haney’s ability to tell a 
BIG, complex, fast-moving story in a single 
issue, which seems to be something of a 
lost art in modern comics. 

 
Two things might have saved this book 

for me. First, Nick Cardy’s lush penciling, 
rather than the ugly cartoonish style of 
Stephens and Allred, but I suppose that 
wasn’t an option. Secondly, if we had 
learned that Marilyn Monroe’s death was 
also faked and she is actually gallivanting 
through the cosmos by Kennedy’s side! 
That would be cool!  

 
But maybe that part of the story is still 

classified! 
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TEEN TITANS Year One (Six issues) 

March-August  2008, $2.99 each 
Written by Amy Wolfram 

Art by Karl Kerschl and Serge LaPointe 
 

Reviewed by Richard Duncan 
 

As modern comics have become darker and 
grittier in their approach to the superhero genre, I 
find that I tend to enjoy them less and less.  Teen 
Titans is a perfect example of a comic book that I 
enjoyed as a teenager and as a young man (i.e., 
Wolfman and Perez’s New Teen Titans).  But in 
their current incarnations (Titans?…Terror 
Titans?… whatever they are), they don’t interest 
me.  Only an occasional guest star will entice me 
to glance at one in a comics store.  If that makes 
me an old fogey, so be it. I like the classic version 
best:  Robin, Aqualad, Kid Flash, and Wonder Girl 
(and sometimes Speedy).  

 
So it was no wonder that I truly enjoyed 

Wolfram and Kerschl’s charming miniseries.  
Teen Titans: Year One gets to the heart of the 
original team in a way that has never been done 
before.  The young heroes are presented as they 
must have been in their first year when they were 
just getting to know each other and figuring out 
how to work as a team.   

 

 
 
 

Wolfram, whose previous writing credits 
consist of scripts for animated TV shows, 
including Cartoon Network’s Teen Titans, 
utilizes the characters’ pre-Teen Titans origins to 
develop them as authentic teenagers.  

 
For example, Aqualad’s personality is drawn, 

not just from the early issues of the Teen Titans, 
or even his first team-up with Robin and Kid Flash  
(in Brave and Bold #54, 1964), but from his first 
appearance with Aquaman in Adventure Comics 
just four years earlier (Feb. 1960).  Wolfram 
focuses on Aqualad’s fish-phobia that plagued him 
in his origin story.  Now, we all know that 
Aqualad conquered his fear of fish in his first 
eight-page adventure.  But Wolfram resurrects it 
(hilariously!) for this early Titans adventure.  

 
Indeed Aqualad’s portrayal is the major source 

of humor in this very funny series.  At one point, 
as he is trying to physically adjust to the rigors of 
the surface world, Garth loses his lunch - literally 
(In his watery spew you can see the skeleton of a 
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tiny fish).  He frequently showers to hydrate 
himself, leading to a hilarious scene of Aqualad in 
a shower cap. 

 
And Aqualad has no clue about how to act 

around the gangly, but vivacious Wonder Girl, 
unlike Speedy and Kid Flash who, after all, had at 
least gone to normal high schools.  But what 
should we expect from Garth, who later falls for 
the first girl that ever kissed him (I won’t even get 
into the older woman thing with Dolphin)!  

 
Likewise, Wolfram capitalizes on aspects of 

Wonder Girl’s origin.  After all she was rescued as 
an infant by Wonder Woman and raised, isolated 
from men, on Amazon Island.  So in Year One, 
she is presented a super-powered, boy-crazy kid 
sister, who tells the first boy she meets when she 
finally enters ―man’s world‖ that she loves him! 

 
Wally West as the World’s Fastest Kid is 

perpetually hyperactive and bored by the slow 
pace of the world around him.  Speedy, 
appropriately introduced later in the story, is a 
talented youngster without a firm father figure.  
His mentor Green Arrow gives him the keys to the 
Arrow Car (was Speedy 16 yet?) for his date with 
Wonder Girl with only two major admonitions: 
don’t wreck the car and don’t get her pregnant! 
(Were Ollie’s liberal moral standards as portrayed 
by Wolfram meant to foreshadow Roy’s later 
substance abuse problems and child born out-of-
wedlock?  I would not be surprised.) 

 
Wolfram’s portrayal of Robin as the long-

suffering and resourceful leader of the team is 
especially effective.  We get a powerful look at the 
burdens Robin carries: from his borderline abusive 
treatment from his demanding mentor to the 
travails of team leadership.  He has the difficult 
task of directing a crew of super-powered but 
dangerously undisciplined kids, all the while 
dealing with the seemingly impossible task of 
drawing the Batman himself back to sanity.  His 
world could fall apart at any moment, but he 
perseveres without a word of complaint. 

 

Here is the Dick Grayson of dozens of Bob 
Haney/Nick Cardy adventures:  he can be meek or 
forceful depending on the needs of the situation.  
He is confident in his plans but learns from each 
mistake, making him a wise leader and dutiful 
student, all-in-one. 

 

The Problem of Aqualad in 
Teen Titans: Year One 

 
Among some Aquaman fans on the Internet, 

there was a lot of discussion of Amy Wolfram’s less-
than-studly portrayal of Aqualad in Teen Titans: 
Year One, especially his fishy depiction by the artist 
Karl Kerschl.  

 
Some writers were critical, even going as far as 

to say that the artist must really hate Aqualad to 
make him look so ―hideous.‖ 

 
On the other hand, Scipio of the comics website, 

―The Absorbascon,‖ was very pleased with the 
miniseries from the start.  In a post entitled 
―Cowardly, Big-Headed Purple-Eyed Freak,‖ Scipio 
praises the first issue as he fondly pokes fun of 
Aqualad’s inauspicious beginnings. 

 
Oh, I pick on Aqualad, but, in truth, 

comics have scores of plucky, unnaturally 
fearless kid sidekicks, and to have at least one 
who'd be more at home in a Scooby Doo 
cartoon is refreshing. 

(absorbascon.blogspot.com, 1/7/08) 
 

Scipio admits that he is a major Aquaman fan, 
yet he loved the series while others hated it. And the 
problem is essentially the unheroic portrayal of our 
hero, Aqualad. 

 
So what do we make of this quandary? 
 

AQUALAD’S APPEARANCE 
There’s no denying it! Aqualad in Year One is a 

geek. Not a computer geek. More like a circus 
sideshow geek. He’s certainly not the handsome 
curly headed powerhouse of Nick Cardy’s Teen 
Titans. He’s not even Ramona Fradon’s earnest, big-
headed sea urchin.  

 
In Year One, Aqualad’s teeth are pointy.  His 

ears are pointy.  His nose is pointy.  His skin is a 
pale, sickly blue.  His eyes are buggy.  And he 
frequently acts more than a little girlish. 

 
But still there’s something endearing the little 

guy. Now we see why Aquaman always called him 
―minnow‖ or ―tadpole!‖  As drawn by Kerschl, 
Garth’s resemblance to a fish is uncanny!  

 
I prefer to think of Aqualad in Year One as just 

Garth going though an awkward phase. After all, 
Aquaman in the miniseries is shown as quite 
handsome, so it’s not as if the story portrays 
Atlanteans as true freaks.  
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REFERENCES TO THE PAST 
 
I was never big fan of Bob Rozakis as writer 

for the Teen Titans (#44-53, December 1976 to 
January 1978).  I really despised the characters he 
introduced, like Bumblebee and Duela Dent, but I 
thought the final Rozakis issue was actually very 
good.  In it, he introduced a spooky villain called 
the Antithesis who took over the bodies of the 
Teen Titans’ mentors and the Titans had to use all 
of their resources to save the day. 

 
It is this story that Wolfram incorporates and 

uses as the basis for the first three issues of the 
miniseries. 

 
Issues #4 and 5 of the series don’t appear to be 

based on any previously revealed Titans stories, 
although the appearance of the insect-like villain 
who takes over a television broadcast in order to 
get a message to the Titans, seems to combine 
elements of the Ant from Teen Titans #5 (Oct. 
1966) and the Gargoyle’s appearance in Teen 
Titans #14, (March 1968's ―Requiem for a Titan‖). 

 
 
 

In fact, the sixth issue is a retelling of the 
―Requiem‖ story, (with a beautiful homage cover) 
with Antithesis replacing the Gargoyle from the 
original story as he returns for another 
confrontation with his young nemeses.  

This story actually sheds light on Aquaman 
relationship with Garth. He had to adopt him to 
qualify for the JLA dental benefits!  Take this 
―larval‖ Garth, add braces, some weight training, a 
week on the beach, a dash of puberty, and, bam, 
Garth grows into the familiar male model we grew 
up with!  Everybody’s happy! 

 
AQUALAD’S FEARFULNESS 

The next point of contention is Aqualad’s 
portrayal as sort of a ―Chicken of the Sea.‖  At every 
turn he seems to let loose a schoolgirl scream.  As 
any true Aqua-fan knows, Aqualad conquered his 
fish-phobia by the end of his first 8-page adventure.  
To show him as overly fearful in this story, which 
must be at least a few years later in Garth’s life, 
seems a bit unfair (even though his Scooby-Doo-ish 
panic provide some of the funniest moments in the 
book.) 

 
But a careful reading of the series sheds light on 

this, too. Garth screams exactly four times in this 
miniseries.  First, Aqualad absent-mindedly comes 
upon a large, spiny pufferfish, which suddenly 
inflates itself right in Garth’s face.  Now come on.  
That could scare Jacques Cousteau himself. 

 
Next, still recovering from this unnerving 

encounter, he wanders through a spooky collection 
of strangely-behaving fish and is confronted by a 
giant seahorse ridden by a menacing, demon-
possessed Aquaman.  That could make anyone lose 
their urea! 

 
The third scream comes when Aqualad confronts 

a squirrel.  Uh, yeah, I said a squirrel.  Well, the thing 
is, put yourself in Garth’s shoes.  He’s sitting in a 
strange cave, a little dehydrated, with insane Justice 
Leaguers popping up all over.  He had probably 
never seen a squirrel before, and we all know they’re 
just bushy-tailed rats. I think Garth deserves a pass 
on this one as well (plus it was funny as heck).  

 
The fourth scream.  Batman, also possessed by 

an evil entity, had just defeated Wonder Girl, Speedy, 
and Kid Flash almost effortlessly (in two panels).  As 
Garth finds himself, fists raised, face-to-face with the 
grim avenger of Gotham, the absurdity of his 
predicament  apparently  dawns  on him.   The  panel  
to the right is self-
explanatory. 

 
Aqualad’s fearful 

portrayal is actually 
balanced with several 
instances of his true 
bravery and growing 
competency, as we will see. 
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The original ―Requiem for a Titan‖ was a 

touching and powerful story featuring the writing 
of Bob Haney in his prime. Robin is shown to be 
struggling against despair over the apparent loss of 
his teammates and the dashing of his dreams. I 
highly recommend it if you can get access to this 
gem.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 
I would have preferred for the miniseries to 

have had a more definitive ending, but overall I 
really did like it.  

 
It is filled with storytelling gems like Speedy’s 

disastrous date with Wonder Girl and the genius of 
Kid Flash’s pet being a turtle in a terrarium that he 
brings to Titans HQ on a lazy afternoon.  And 
then, of course (!), Garth has a conversation with 
Wally’s turtle:  Wally: ―You’re talking to my 
turtle?‖  Garth: ―He gives good advice.  You 
should try it sometime.‖  Later  Batman walks into 
the cave and glowers at Kid Flash and Aqualad 
who are in the middle of a belching contest. 

 
All in all this was a wonderful and fun story. I 

wish DC would do more of these and fewer 
gratuitous Final Ultimate Infinite World 
Shattering Crises!! 

RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS FELLOW TITANS 
 
The story of this miniseries is really the story of the five exceptional teenagers learning to 

interact with each other socially and as an effective fighting force.  One of the unfortunate, but 
undeniable limitations of any incarnation of the Titans that has Aqualad as a member is how to make 
him a real contributing member of the team.  Even Bob Haney, after years of having Aqualad swim 
up geysers of water from broken fire-hydrants and other equally contrived scenes, finally conceded 
and wrote him out of the series (editor's note: this occurred in Teen Titans #19, written by Gary 
Friedrich under Dick Giordano's direction to reflect Aqualad's role in assisting Aquaman in the search for 
the kidnapped Mera in the Sea King's own title.). His water-based powers just don’t always come in 
handy on dry land. 

 
Wisely, Amy Wolfram takes this limitation and uses it to add to the story.  Unlike Dick, Wally, 

and Donna, who all had loving family relationships at crucial points in their childhoods, Garth was a 
reject.  His parents rejected him.  The City of Atlantis rejected him.  He never found real acceptance 
until he met a stranger - Aquaman. 

 
In Teen Titans: Year One, Garth is the ultimate Stranger in a Strange Land. Would he find 

acceptance or rejection with these more powerful, more competent teen superheroes? 
 
In his spotlight second issue, Garth bravely but futilely stands up against his powerful mentor. 

He mentally commands Topo and communicates with schools of fish, before being harshly 
dismissed by Aquaman.  Then for the sake of his friend - against all odds - he determines to leave the 
safety of the sea to seek out Robin and Kid Flash. 

 
And what is his reward for this?  Instant asthma, choking, vomiting… and merciless ridicule 

from Wally - ―What kind of superhero needs to wet himself every hour?‖  He finds himself 
enmeshed in a conflict beyond his experience or imagining, resulting in heated battle with Wonder 
Woman, Green Arrow, and Batman.  But even when facing Batman, he doesn’t run. 
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THE TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF  

PETER THE PUFFERFISH! 
 
Here’s some trivia for you.  
 
1. The very first Justice League of America 

adventure was presented in the original Brave and 
Bold #28 in 1960. 

 
2. The first hero to appear in that story was 

Aquaman (on page 2, just after the splash page.) In this 
panel, Aquaman is swimming in the ocean, 
communicating telepathically with a small fish. 

 
3. That little fish had a name. It was ―Peter the 

Pufferfish.‖  Peter warned Aquaman about a monstrous, 
giant starfish, which had just appeared in the ocean. 
(This was the first appearance of Starro the Conqueror.) 

 
4. Peter the Pufferfish even has his own entry in the 

―DC Wiki.‖ (dc.wikia.com) 
 
Is it a coincidence that the first fish that Aqualad 

interacts with in Teen Titans: Year One is a pufferfish? 
I think not. 

 
As described in the main article, Amy Wolfram 

made extensive use of allusions to past issues of the 
Teen Titans and other classic DC stories. I would not 
be at all surprised if Wolfram specifically chose a 
pufferfish for this story as yet another homage. If so, 
that would mark Teen Titans: Year One #2 as the 

return to comics of the original Peter the Pufferfish 
after an absence of 48 years! 

 
Of course I could be wrong, but it wouldn’t 

surprise me at all.  
 
Finally, I wish I could take credit for this 

observation, but it was Scipio again in his Absorbscon 
website. (He notices stuff like that.) As he stated in his 
blog on 1/7/2008: ―By the way, do you think that’s 
Peter? I like to think it’s Peter.‖ 

 
The apparent return of Peter the Pufferfish is yet 

another reason to praise this very clever and enjoyable 
miniseries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After this confrontation is resolved, it is Aqualad who comes 
up with team’s name. 

 

Later, in issue 4, facing an ant-costumed supercriminal, he 
displays emerging confidence and super-strength. 

 

In Issue 5, Aqualad finally 
gets back at Wally… with a 
water balloon. (Classic.)  Soon 
after, the two start to hit it off as 
friends. 

 

In the closing panels of the 
last issue, Aqualad is shown at 
his least  fish-like,  most  heroic  
version of the miniseries. A full member of the team, gallantly 
running into the face of danger with his fellow Titans and into 
comics history. 

 
My hat is off Wolfram and Kerschel for a fun and excellent 

re-presentation of the Teen Titans’ formative year. I say, DC, 
bring on Teen Titans: Year Two!! 
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INTO THE AQUAVERSE EXTRA: 

BRAVE AND BOLD QUIZ 
by Richard Duncan 

 
Bob Haney was the writer of DC’s The Brave and The Bold for over 20 

years—beginning with issue #4 (1956, in B&B’s pre-team-up days) and ending with 
issue 157 in 1979.  During that time he used over 100 DC characters as co-stars with 
Batman in adventures that spanned the world, the universe, and even time itself.  
Haney’s boundless creativity and innovation inspired the following quiz.  Based only 
on a clue from the title of a Brave and Bold story, see if you can guess Batman’s co-
star for that issue.  

Remember, Haney’s guest characters were drawn from all corners of the DC 
Universe including the future, the past, alternate timelines, and Earth-Two, and they 
even included a few villains!  

(Hint - some characters are repeated.) 
 

Issue Story Title: Co-Star 

#74 Rampant Run the Robots  

#76 Doom, What Is Thy Shape?  

#82 The Sleepwalker from the Sea!  

#84 The Angel, the Rock and the Cowl  

#88 Count Ten...and Die!  

#111 Death Has the Last Laugh  

#112 The Impossible Escape  

#118 May the Best Man Die  

#124 The Secret War of the Super Rifles  

#126 What Lurks Below Buoy 13?  

#132 Batman: Dragon Slayer?  

#142 Enigma of the Death-Ship  

#144 The Arrow of Eternity  

#164 The Mystery of the Mobile Museum*  

#166 Requiem for 4 Canaries!*  

#176 The Delta Connection*  

#179 Time-Bomb with Thousand-Year Fuse*  

#186 The Treasure of the Hawk-God's Tomb*  

#192 You Can Take the Boy Out of Smallville...*  
*  Stories not written by Bob Haney. 
 
 

 

Bob Haney 
1926-2004 
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http://www.comics.org/details.lasso?id=34504#1
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http://www.comics.org/details.lasso?id=35693#1
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by Rob Kelly 
 
One of the nicest things about putting together my daily online devotional to the King of the Seven 

Seas, The Aquaman Shrine, is that I come into contact with Aqua Fans all over the world, who are eager 
to share their love of the oft-put-upon character. 

Frequently, these Aqua Fans will introduce me to some piece of Aquamanus Obscurus that I had 
never seen before, giving me an even greater understanding of just how much the character has permeated 
the culture, all without the help of a nationwide TV series or movie franchise. And one of these wonderful 
discoveries was Aquaman's two separate turns as a guest-star in the 1960s Batman newspaper strip. 

The 1960s Batman newspaper strip (officially titled Batman and Robin the Boy Wonder) debuted 
on May 29, 1966 and ran as a daily strip until 1972, with the Sundays ceasing in 1969. It was written 
mostly by Whit Ellsworth, and then handed off to DC stalwart E.Nelson Bridwell for the rest of its run. 
Three separate artists--Sheldon Moldoff, Joe Giella, and Al Plastino--handed the artistic chores over the 
strip's six years (or, if you believe the signature plastered on every strip, Bob Kane drew every single 
panel of it for all six years). 

Unlike the TV show that was the inspiration (financial inspiration, at least) for a new Batman 
newspaper strip, Batman (as most syndicates called it) did not reflect that show's campy, uber-hip "mod" 
style; instead, it was a fairly straightforward series of Batman adventures, leaning more heavily on the 
daily goings-on of Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson. 

One way, though, that the strip outdid its TV counterpart was its use of other stars from the DC 
Universe. 

Aquaman first appeared in 
the strip in March, 1968, and 
guest-starred in a daily story line 
that ran until April, 1968. Two 
baddies plan to blow up an island 
that Batman is on, and when they 
set the plan in motion, it is 
Aquaman--in his Aqua Cave--that 
notices trouble on the ocean floor.  

This story also guest-stars a mysteriously-weakened Superman, who teams with Robin, to send a 
radio signal to Aquaman trying to clue the Sea King as to Batman's whereabouts. 

Batman makes it off the island on his own, but then finds himself surrounded by a school of sharks. 
Luckily Aquaman finds him, tells the sharks to beat it, and gives Bats a ride to safety--literally.  
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Aquaman played  a much more substantial role when he guest-starred in a story line that began on 

August 16, 1968 (obviously as a "tribute" to the birth of this particular Aquaman fan, which would occur 
exactly three years to the day later). 

A beautiful woman is found dangling precariously over the Gotham River. When the police tell her 
to climb off of her swing to safety, she refuses, saying only two people can make her do it--Batman or 
Aquaman.  

 
Commissioner Gordon calls for Batman, who tells Robin he's going on this case alone, since 

"...oddly enough, it isn't Batman they really want--it's Aquaman!"  Someone thinks a lot of himself! 
Batman tries to rescue the girl, but they plunge into the chilly Gotham River. As the current carries 

them out to sea, she tells Bats that if they swim beneath the waves, they can reach the shore. They do, but 
before Batman can get a word in, she insists they run away from the police! 

They make their way to her car, which she had waiting, proving to Batman she had this whole thing 
planned.  She explains that she needed to meet Batman to help her meet Aquaman as he is the only one 
who can find her father!  He father is the improbably named Dr. Archimedes Candy, the "world-famous 
oceanographer." Batman realizes this woman is Penelope Candy, who the newspapers call "a mad-cap 
debutante."  The Brave and The Bold: Batman and Paris Hilton! 

Penelope tells Batman that her father walked into the sea ten days ago and has not returned.  Batman, 
using those world famous detective skills, breaks it to her that, you know, her father is probably dead.  
But Penelope has news for the Dark Knight Detective:  

 
It turns out that Dr. Candy came up with a formula that, if ingested, extracts oxygen from water, 

which allows people to breath underwater for long periods of time!  To prove that it works, both Penelope 
and Batman take a swing, and Batman is floored to see that it works. 

But of course, like the people who created the electric car or Dr. Alec Holland learned, any time you 
come up with an industry-changing invention, there's a group of no-goodniks who try to either kill you, 
steal it, or both.  In this case, someone was threatening Penelope's life, and told Dr. Candy to meet them 
on a submarine(!) and give them the formula, or his daughter would die. 
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Batman tells Robin to send out a short-wave radio signal (I guess there is no Justice League in the 
strip's continuity) to try and contact Aquaman.  But Aquaman is, er, a little busy right now:  

Meanwhile, on the sub "The Sea Wolf", turns out its international smugglers who are blackmailing 
Dr. Candy, and they are frustrated when Dr. Candy collapses, moaning something about only knowing 
"half the formula." 

Batman and Penelope find the sub (that was easy, luckily the ocean isn't all that big), but are detected 
by the smugglers, and sucked into the sub's airlock. 

Turns out the formula works too well, and anyone that uses it must return to the water in an hour, 
just like Aquaman does. The head of the smugglers (a real mustache-twirling evil guy named Wolf) says 
he neither believes nor cares about this small detail, he wants that formula! 

Wolf moves the sub further out to sea, and Robin sends the morse code signal again. It is 
communicated from dolphin to dolphin, across the sea, until it finally reaches Aquaman. 

Batman, holed up in a small room with Dr. Candy and Penelope, realizes that he can shoot himself 
out of a nearby torpedo tube.  Meanwhile, Aquaman races across the ocean depths towards Dr. Candy's 
lab.  I like this particular daily a lot, since it's all Aquaman:  

 
Batman and Penelope shoot themselves out of the torpedo tubes, and head to shore to get help. But 

they are quickly winded from lack of oxygen--which they need to get from water. Batman eventually 
finds a stream of fresh water, and even though Dr. Candy is still imprisoned and the villains are getting 
away, Batman and Penelope have time to frolic:  
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They then make their way to a road, get a lift, and tell the local Navy office that they need the 
Navy’s equipment to find the Sea Wolf.  Upon finding the pirate submarine, the Navy says that if the Sea 
Wolf doesn't surrender, they will sink it, whether Dr. Candy is aboard or not. 

As Batman and Aquaman finally cross paths at Dr. Candy's lab, Wolf is less than pleased to learn 
that Batman has filled the nose of the sub with water, making the sub too heavy to return topside.  Wolf, 
who still thinks Batman is aboard, is startled--"He's willing to perish to defeat us!"  Batman plays to win. 

Batman gives Aquaman the sub's location, and it’s a race against time as he tries to tell the Navy that 
the sub isn't refusing the Navy's commands--it can't rise!  Aquaman uses his telepathic powers to have a 
group of whales swim under the sub and force it to the surface.  Wolf swears revenge on the Sea King: 
...yeah, yeah, we've heard that before, and from scarier bad guys than you. 

Batman thanks Aquaman for the help, and they part, forever ending Aquaman's involvement with the 
strip.  Thanks Aquaman! 

Overall, a pretty decent adventure, and even though it takes Aquaman a while to get in on the action, 
he's the one who saves the day, mostly while Batman is running around goofing off with Penelope Candy. 

Since this story line did run in the Sundays at the time, we also got to see Aquaman in color, always 
a nice thing. Too bad this didn't lead to an all-Aquaman newspaper strip! 

Before I sign off, I must give credit to Aqua Fans extraordinaire John Helfenstein and Colin Smith, 
who provided me with scans of all the strips, (the dailies and the Sundays, respectively) culled from many 
different newspapers.  Without their dogged, obsessive determination, I would have never had the chance 
to see these wonderful strips and share them with other Aqua Fans.  Thanks guys! 

 
You can view the entire story on The Aquaman Shrine web-site at: 

http://aquamanshrine.blogspot.com/search?q=batman+newspaper+strip 

 
 

 

http://aquamanshrine.blogspot.com/search?q=batman+newspaper+strip
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Ever since we first met, Batman and I have had  

some pretty strange adventures together.  Aside from  

all of our world-saving Justice League cases, Batman and I  

have also teamed-up to tackle many a mystery.   
So listen up tadpoles as I tell you about 

Then there was the 

time I discovered a 

hydrogen bomb on 

a passenger jet set 

to go off when the 

jet landed in 

Gotham City.  I 

forced the jet down 

at sea and then 

worked with Batman 

to rescue the 

passengers and 

remove the bomb. 
 

Brave and the Bold #114 
September 1974 

Many years ago, when I was searching for my 

kidnapped wife Mera, I encountered my brother 

Orm Marius, who used a hypnotic drug to convince 

me to assist him in his latest criminal endeavor.  

Thankfully, Batman found me and freed me from 

Orm's influence.  
 Brave and the Bold #82 

March 1969 
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When the international 

terrorist Kobra set up 

operations in my oceans, it 

not only took Batman's help 

to shut him down, but 

Green Lantern's as well. 
 

Aquaman #61 
May 1978 

Brave and the Bold #142 
August 1978 

One time, Batman and I came to blows 

when I mistakenly thought he was trying to 

prove that an old shipwreck was caused by 
my father's negligence.   

I'll never forget 

the time when 

one of my 

undersea 

tracking 

devices almost 

started World 

War III - a 

situation that 

was only 

diffused with 

Batman's 

intervention. 
 

Brave and the Bold #126 
April 1976 
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Following the apparent death of our old friend Ray Palmer (the Atom), Batman, 

Superman and I investigated what we believed to be his murder, and were soon 

caught up in international intrigue involving the Suicide Squad, Israeli super agents, 
and Middle-Eastern terrorists.   

Suicide Squad #59-62 
November 1991 - February 1992 
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Back when I was 

representing Atlantis to 

the United Nations, 

someone hired an 

assassin to kill me.  As 

Batman was familiar 

with the hired killer, he 

offered to help me, but 

this time, I needed to 

prove something to 

myself.  Batman kept an 
eye on me just in case. 

Oh, and that reminds 

me of the time the 

Joker tried to convince 

me that he was the 

King of the Earth, at 

least, the dry land 

portion of it.  This 

happened before the 

formation of the 

Justice League, and I 

was still naive about 

the surface world.  

Fortunately, Batman 
set me straight. 

Batman: 
Gotham 

Knights #18 
August 2001 

Of course, Batman and I don't 

need an emergency or a 

crime to investigate in order 
to get together.   

After the Bat-

Cave took a hit 

from an earth-

quake, Batman 

called me to 

retrieve his giant 

penny, but he 

really just wanted 
to talk. 

Aquaman v2 #8 
July 1992 

Legends of the DC Universe #26-27 
March -April 2000 

79 
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Let's face it - the 

residents of Arkham 
Asylum really get 

around.  In their desire 
to do-in the Batman, 
they've even teamed 

with other hero's 
rogues in order to 

achieve their ghastly 
goal.  Still, one might 
think that they would 

seldom cross paths with 
Aquaman - after all, 

they are ill-equipped to 
travel to the briny 
deeps.  However, 

Aquaman has 
encountered many of 
the Caped Crusader's 
arch-enemies, albeit 
usually by way of his 
adventures with his 
super friends in the 
Justice League of 

America. 
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A similar problem occurs when 
discussing Aquaman's meeting with 
Deadshot.  In actuality, Aquaman did not 
meet Deadshot, but instead was wounded by 
a missile fired by the assassin from a 
distance. 

 
However, on the Injustice Gang's initial 

outing against the Justice League, it was 
Aquaman who captured the deadly Poison 
Ivy (see page 60 for more details).  Alongside 
the Super Friends, 
Aquaman did make a 
direct attempt to 
tackle the Scarecrow, 
but was overcome 
with fear and his 
opponent escaped.  
Side-by-side with the 
Atom and Batman, 
Aquaman charged 
into a trap laid by the 
Ocean Master and 
Chronos and was 
quickly overcome by 
Clayface.   

 
Many years 

later, teamed once 
again with Bat-
man, Aquaman 
tracked down and 
defeated the mon-
strous Killer Croc 
(see the OverPower 
article on page 84).   

 

Deadshot 
on the run 
after trying 

to kill 
Aquaman 
(Justice 

League the 
Animated 

Series) 

Typically, when Aquaman crossed paths 
with one of the Caped Crusader's enemies, he 
never actually interacted face-to-face with 
the felon.  Often, the villains were members 
of a large team of criminals determined to 
outwit the Justice League, and Aquaman 
wound up battling the crook he knew best.  
Such was the case with his encounters with 
Killer Moth, the Penguin, the Riddler, and 
Two Face. 
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Clayface  
 Action Comics #443 (January 1975) 

 
Deadshot  

 Justice League the Animated Series  
(season 1; episode #6; "The Enemy Below pt 1") 

 
The Joker  

 Legends of DC Universe #26-27 (March -April 2000) 
 JLA #10-15 (September 1997-February 1998) 

 
Killer Croc  

 OverPower Trading Card Game (1996) 
 
Killer Moth  

 Justice League of America #35 (May 1965) 
 
Two Face  

 Justice League of America # 125-126  
(December 1975-January 1976) 

 

Penguin  
 Justice League of America #61 (March 1968) 
 Super Friends #1-2 (November-December 1976) 
 Silver Age (2000) 

 
Poison Ivy  

 Justice League of America #111 (June 1974)  
 Justice League of America #143 (June 1977) 
 Super Friends #1-2 (November-December 1976) 

 
Riddler  

 Challenge of the Super Friends(1977 animated series) 
 Super Friends #4 (April 1977) 
 Justice #1-12 (October 2005 - August 2007) 

 
Scarecrow  

 Challenge of the Super Friends (1977 animated series) 
 Justice League of America #111 (June 1974)  
 Justice League of America #143 (June 1977) 
 Super Friends #32 (May 1980) 
 Justice #1-12 (October 2005 - August 2007) 

 
 

Of all the "Bat-Foes," the Joker has posed the 
most persistent threat to Aquaman.  Whether it 
was when the Joker tricked Snapper Carr into 
betraying his friends in the Justice League or 
when the Joker joined Lex Luthor and the Ocean 
Master in the new Injustice Gang, the killer 
clown's machinations always seem to do the most 
damage. 

The Clown Prince of Crime's cunning and 
ambition were most clearly displayed when he 
nearly convinced Aquaman that he was the king 
of all Earth's surface nations and therefore the 
equal  of  the  Sea King.   
Batman tried to intervene, 
but it proved unnecessary  
as Aquaman proved to be  
more than up to the task of  
taking  down  the  Joker  -  
even when the Joker fought  
dirty! 
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If ever there was a 

Batman villain ideally suited 
for a team-up with Aquaman, 
it was Orca.  Odd how that 
never worked out, with Orca's 
career ending as quickly as it 
began. 

 
Batman #579-581 
(July-September 2000) 

Orca, the human killer 
whale, was really Dr. Grace 
Balin, a marine biologist at the 
Gotham City Aquarium complex.  
Having developed a fascination 
with the ocean as a girl, Balin 
attended Gotham Gate college 
and eventually earned a Ph.D. in 
marine biology and bio-medicine.  
An altruistic and philanthropic individual, Dr. Balin 
spent her days doing medical research at the 
Aquarium and her nights volunteering at soup 
kitchens and homeless shelters.  She even funded a 
program for under-privileged youths to visit the 
ocean.  But then tragedy struck when a hit-and-run 
driver crashed into Dr. Balin, leaving her paralyzed 
from the waist down. 

Continuing her work from her wheelchair, Dr. 
Balin turned her attention to studying marine 
creatures, hoping to find a way to repair spinal cord 
damage.  About the same time she stumbled onto 
promising data regarding orca spinal cord tissue and 
fluids, the Aquarium's research funding began drying 
up.  It seems that fashion designer and clothing 
manufacturer Camille Baden-Smythe recently had to 
shut down one of her sweat shop facilities and 
decided that the failing Aquarium complex would be 
the perfect place in which to relocate operations.  
Using her influence to cut off funding to the 
Aquarium, Baden-Smythe sought to shut down the 
complex to make for an easier and cheaper sale. 

So close to a break-through, Dr. Balin became 
desperate and experimented on herself with her new 
chemical formula.  The serum temporarily created a 
surge in her system, repairing her spinal cord and 
increasing her body mass and muscles  She became a 
humanoid-killer whale.  Balin donned a black and 
white wet suit and used her new aquatic abilities to 
attack Baden-Smythe.  During her assault on one of 
Baden-Smythe's parties, the newly dubbed Orca had 
to fend off attendee Bruce Wayne in order to get near 
her target.  After confronting the fashion industrialist, 
Orca stole Baden-Smythe's six-million dollar jeweled 
necklace, the Flame of Persia, and made her escape. 

 

 
 

Balin wanted to use the 
necklace to fund a soup kitchen, 
but the jewels were too hot to 
fence.  Frustrated, Orca 
confronted Baden-Smythe, 
hoping that she would "buy" 
back the necklace.  Baden-
Smythe not only refused, but 
had her security team open fire 
on Orca.  Just as Batman arrived 
on the scene, the desperate Orca 
grabbed Baden-Smythe and 
dove into the harbor.  Batman 
followed, propelled by an 
underwater scooter, and forced 

Orca to surface before Baden-Smythe drowned. 
Baden-Smythe then shot Orca, who had begun to 

transform back into Dr. Balin.  Balin's wounds were 
fatal, unless she took the remainder of her Orca 
formula.  As Batman gave it to her , Balin admitted 
that so massive a dose would not only cure her 
wounds, but would also make the transformation 
irreversible.  Having retrieved the jewels, Batman 
allowed Orca to escape, preferring to expose Baden-
Smythe's crimes, including her theft of the Flame of 
Persia from her ex-husband. 

The Wayne Foundation contributed to the 
refurbishing of the Aquarium and the waterfront area, 
but Orca was not seen again. 

 
Joker; The Last Laugh #2 

(December 2001) 
Evidently, Orca was eventually apprehended, as 

she was next seen among the inmates escaping from 
sub-level U: Aquablock of Slabside Penitentiary 
alongside King Shark and Slig of the Deep Six of 
Apokolips. 
 

One Year Later: Face the Face 
Batman #651-654, Detective #817-820 

(May-August 2006) 
Following her escape from prison, Orca married 

and settled down, retiring from criminal activities.  
Of course, this creates a great mystery when Batman 
found Orca's body in a sewer.  Although her corpse 
had been partially eaten by Killer Croc, the true cause 
of death was a bullet to the brain.  Further 
investigation revealed that, during Batman's year long 
absence, the reformed Harvey Dent watched over 
Gotham, and hired Orca and several other criminals 
to infiltrate the Penguin's organization.  This plan 
backfired when the Great White Shark sent the Tally 
Man to kill these operatives (including Orca's 
husband) as he made his move to take over Gotham's 
criminal empire. 
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As part of this issue's theme of Aquaman/Batman 

team-ups, it seems only appropriate to look at the DC 
OverPower trading card game that featured a series 

of cards describing Aquaman and Batman's pursuit of 

the villain Killer Croc in Gotham City.  However, 

before examing said cards, let's take a moment to 

understand exactly what a trading card game is and 

how it differs from other collectible cards. 
 

Wanna Trade? 
 

The original cardboard trading cards 
featured famous baseball players and 
appeared as early as 1902, given away with 
tobacco products as premiums, much like 
prizes in Cracker Jacks or breakfast cereals 
today.  Trading cards soon expanded to 
sports other than baseball, like hockey, 
football, and basketball.  It wasn't until the 
late 1950s that trading cards began to feature 
subjects outside of sports, including series 

focusing on movies, television series, comic 
books, and other popular subjects.  Each 
trading card series is comprised of a limited 
number of cards, randomly assorted and sold 
in individual packs.  A collector buys 
multiple packs trying to complete a set of 
cards, and often trades duplicate cards with 
other collectors, hence the name "trading 
cards." 

 

What the Heck is a Trading Card Game? 
 

A trading card game (TCG), also called 
a collectible card game (CCG), is a game 
played using specially designed sets of 
playing cards.  TCGs combine the appeal of 
collecting with strategic game play.  The 
first of the modern TCGs was Magic: The 
Gathering, designed by Richard Garfield 
and published by Wizards of the Coast in 
1993. 

A TCG system has a basic set of rules 
defining the players' objectives, the 
categories of cards used in the game, and 
how the cards interact.  The cards in the 
game are designed around a particular 
theme, with each card featuring text that 
explains that card's specific effect on the 
game.  For example, Magic: The Gathering 
is based on fantasy role-playing, and uses 
subjects from myth, legend, and fairy tales 
like dragons and wizards.  OverPower is 

centered around comic book story lines, and 
uses heroes and villains and their abilities as 
the focus of the game. 

Unlike traditional card games like 
solitaire or UNO, TCGs do not use a 
standard, uniform deck of cards.  Each 
player in a TGC has a unique deck 
comprised of cards obtained by buying 
individual, randomly assorted packs of cards 
or by trading with other players or by 
purchasing from dealers.  Players then 
assemble a deck by choosing the cards that 
they feel will give them the strategic 
advantage in the game.  Decks are 
frequently revised, removing less effective 
cards and replacing them with more 
powerful cards.  This way, players 
strategically customize their deck to take 
advantage of favorable card interactions, 
combinations, and statistics. 
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The Origin of the OverPower Game 
 

Originally launched by the 
Fleer Corporation in 1995, 
OverPower is a TGC featuring 
comic book characters from 
Marvel, DC, and Image Comics 
where two players battle with 
teams of four heroes and/or 
villains.  In 1998, Marvel 
Interactive took over production 
and distribution of OverPower 
after Fleer decided to focus on its 
sports card product line.  Unlike 
Fleer, Marvel Interactive only 

produced two sets, Image and X-
Men.  After 1999, the OverPower 
series was discontinued, with fans 
continuing to play the game until its 
popularity began to wane in 2001. 

DC OverPower (also known as 
Batman/Superman OverPower) was 
released in 1996, and marked the 
introduction of the Intellect Power 
to the game.  JLA OverPower was 
released shortly thereafter in early 
1997, and introduced the new tactic 
(doubleshot) cards. 

 
How to Play OverPower  

 
Unlike many other TGCs, OverPower's 

play and visual design is very distinct from 
Magic: The Gathering.  In a game of 
OverPower, each player plays with a 
team of four characters, a deck full of 
cards that represent offensive and 
defensive actions, and a set of 7 mission 
cards, that represent their team's goals. 
The goal of the game is to overpower 
the other player, either by elimating the 
opponent's entire team, or to achieve all 
seven mission cards. 

The game is divided into a number 
of turns called battles, during which 
players take turns throwing attacks at one 
another until both players are out of attacks 
or someone concedes the battle.  During a 
battle, characters may take damage or even 
be eliminated from the game.  In addition, a 
player can venture a number of mission 
cards, and the winner of the battle completes 
those missions with the loser's missions 
defeated.  If neither player concedes, the 
player that did more damage to the other is 
the winner. 

The cards in a player's deck are 
considered a resource, with the movement of  

cards from the deck to the play area or 
player's hand being tightly-controlled.  
Relative card strength is often balanced by 

the requirements needed in order to 
play the card, and pacing after that 
may be determined by the flow of 
cards moving in and out of play.  

During a game, players usually 
take turns playing cards and 
performing game-related actions. 
The order and titles of these steps 
vary between different game 
systems, but the following are 
typical: 

1. Draw cards from deck to replace cards 
in player's hand used in previous turn.  

2. Play out events as directed by special 
cards 

3. Resolve events.  
4. Discard duplicate/unusable cards from 

hand. 
5. Place cards into the play area. 
6. Venture Mission cards. 
7. Battle! 
8. Determine outcome of battle. 
9. Resolve venture and adjust Mission 

cards.  
10. Repeat sequence until one player is 

victorious. 
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Types of Cards 
 

Character cards 
Each character card has a picture of the 

character or characters it represents, the 
name, and three or four numbers 
representing their power grid: Energy, 
Fighting, Strength, and Intellect. A player's 
team consists of four characters: three on the 
front line, and one in reserve, who moves up 
to the front only when one of the other 
characters is eliminated. 

 
Power cards 

Power cards each focus on a type of 
power (Energy, Fighting, Strength, Intellect, 
Multi-Power, or Any-Power) and feature a 
number from 1 to 8.  Power cards can be 
used as an attack at the level of the number, 
or as a defense at the level of the number.  

 

Special cards 
Special cards each show the name of a 

particular character, and have a unique name 
and description.  Special cards can only be 
used by the character named on it unless it is 
marked "any hero" or "any character."  
Specials serve a variety of purposes, 
including attacks, defense ,or special effects 
like healing hits that characters have taken 
or affecting missions directly.  Each 
character has their own unique set of 
specials.  The character specials create the 
variety and ability to change the nature of 
play in different games. 

 
Universe cards 

Universe cards actually come in a few 
categories and are usable by any character 
that meets the usage requirement.  The most 
common type are teamwork cards, which 
count as a level 6 attack and give a bonus to 
a follow up attack made by another 
character in a different power type than the 
original attack, giving the player the benefit 
of multiple attacks in a row. 
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In addition to the five special cards shown here, Aquaman also appears on the following 
DC OverPower cards: 

 
 Aquaman Character card 
 JLA Any Power card 
 Ocean Master/Dr. Polaris Ally Universe card 
 Superman/Aquaman Double Shot Tactic card 
 Justice League Case Files Event card 

"The Brave and the Bold" - Aquaman 
versus the Deep Six. 

 Five Justice League Case Files Event 
cards ("Into the Depths") 

 Seven "Into the Depths" Mission cards. 
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Tactic cards 
These cards are seen much more rarely. Some tactic cards 

are "double shot" cards which lets two characters work 
together for a combined attack. The others are artifact cards, 
which either permanently or temporarily provides a benefit to 
one of the characters, such as enhancing a power grid. 
 

Event cards 
Event cards are not used 

in battle,  instead being 
played before a battle and 
then replaced.  Each event 
card creates a special effect 
that alters the status of 
cards in play.  Each set of 
seven mission cards comes 
with its own set of five 
events. 
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Mission Into the Depths #1: 
"Aquattack!" 

"The murderous Killer Croc and his 
gang are hiding out on Gotham 
Harbor. Hot lead sears the chill 

night air as Batman and Aquaman 
arrive to bring them to justice." 

Mission Into the Depths #2: 
"Fireball!" 

"Batman recognizes the smell of a 
burning fuse--and he and Aquaman 
dive for their lives. Killer Croc has 

escaped--by sacrificing his own 
men in the explosion." 

Mission Into the Depths #3: 
"Rat Pack!" 

"Killer Croc's trail leads through a 
crumbling sewer tunnel--where 
Batman and Aquaman run into a 
pack of marauding rats. It's hook 
and flare against fang and claw!" 

Mission Into the Depths #4: 
"Maelstrom!" 

"Killer Croc throws open the 
sluices in a subterranean pumping 

station--engulfing Batman and 
Aquaman in a roaring, swirling, 
tidal wave. All of the Sea-King's 
prowess is needed to save them." 

Mission cards 
 

While Mission cards 
do not have a direct effect 
on combat, they are used 
to track each player's 
progress.  On each 
player's attack turn, that 
player must venture at 
least one Mission card.  
The player can venture 
more than one Mission 
card, but each additional 
Mission card ventured 
gives the defender an 
added advantage. 

Should the player win 
the venture, the Mission 
card(s) is placed in the 
completed missions pile.  
Should the player lose, 
the Mission card(s) is 
sent to the defeated 
mission pile.  However, 
Mission cards can be 
rescued from the defeated 
mission pile.  Should the 
player venture a Mission 
card from the completed 
mission pile and then win 
that turn, the ventured 
Mission card is returned 
to the completed mission 
pile and a Mission card 
from the defeated mission 
pile may be moved to the 
reserve mission pile 
(where Mission cards sit 
waiting to be played). 

Game play continues 
this way until one player 
has moved all their 
Mission cards to the 
completed mission pile, 
or has all their Mission 
cards consigned to the 
defeated mission pile. 
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Mission Into the Depths #5: 
"Whitewater!" 

"Killer Croc is headed for his old 
stomping grounds in Slaughter 
Swamp. Three miles from the 

Gotham Narrows Bridge, Batman 
and Aquaman race there in as many 

minutes." 
 

Mission Into the Depths #6: 
"Swamp-Things!" 

"Lured deep into Slaughter Swamp, 
Batman and Aquaman must 

overcome it's deadly denizens 
before facing the most dangerous 
of them all...the insane murderer, 

Killer Croc!" 

Mission Into the Depths #7: 
 

"Monster!" 
"Killer Croc is three-hundred pounds of 
strength and rage. Fighting on his home 
ground, knee-deep in fetid swamp. But 
justice--dealt swiftly by Aquaman and 

Batman--will triumph in the end." 
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Adventure Comics #113 
(February 1947) 

―Fathoms in Film‖ 
art by Louis Cazeneuve 

 
On the set of ―Merman,‖ the star of the 

movie is tired of hearing about Aquaman from his 
director – ―Do it like Aquaman would do it.‖  His 
jealousy boils over when Aquaman actually arrives 
to help with the sea filming.  Using a special gun 
designed to fire underwater, the actor envelops 
Aquaman in underwater chloroform and then locks 
the hero in the radio room of a sunken ship, 
leaving him to starve to death. 

Fortunately for Aquaman, the radio was waterproof and 
usable, but lacked a power source.  Luck still favors the 
Monarch of the Sea as the room is not sealed tight, and fish 
can swim in and out.  Eventually, an electric eel wanders in, 
which Aquaman uses to charge the radio and send a distress 
signal.  A passing ship, having received the signal, sends 
divers with acetylene torches to cut him free.  Aquaman returns to the site of the filming in time to discover 
―Merman‖ trapped by a giant man-eating clam.  Aquaman rescues the actor, teaching him a lesson in humility. 
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Adventure Comics #114 

(March 1947) 
―Skyscraper Aquarium!‖ 
art by Louis Cazeneuve 

 
When a city erects a twelve-story aquarium 

built of solid glass, Aquaman cannot resist 
involving himself in this educational opportunity.  
Yet, another, more sinister figure also sees the 
skyscraper aquarium as an opportunity – an 
opportunity to rid himself once and for all of 
Aquaman! 

 
 

As Aquaman systematically 
disarms each trap, Jack tries to 
escape in his ―flying fish,‖ an oddly 
shaped airplane.  But there is to be 
no escape for Jack as Aquaman 
spears the aircraft with a harpoon 
gun and reels the line in, leaving 
Jack hanging twelve stories above 
the ground with nowhere to go! 

Yes, Black Jack is back, and 
he tries to kill Aquaman by stealing 
real fish and substituting them with 
a mechanical octopus, an electrified 
imitation jellyfish, and (if you can 
believe it) a gun man dressed as a 
shark. 
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Adventure Comics #115 
(April 1947) 

―The Phantom Fleet!‖ 
script by Don Cameron 
art by Louis Cazeneuve 

 
Black Jack must have one spectacular 

lawyer, because he is at it again this issue, 
back up to his old tricks. 

When a high society group tries to 
recreate the Civil War battle of the Monitor 
and the Merrimac on the Chesapeake Bay, 
Black Jack seeks to loot the wealthy re-
enactors.  Aquaman tries to stop his old foe 
but, once again he is struck from behind and 
tossed overboard, tied to a cannon and left to 
die.   

 

The sovereign of the seas sends a passing fish to find a swordfish, which comes to 
Aquaman’s aid and cuts him free.  Then, with the help of his finny friends, Aquaman raises the 
U.S.S. Cumberland (a wooden vessel sunk by the Merrimac the day before the more famous 
confrontation) and puts a scare into the pirates.  While the sea rats are distracted by the ―ghost‖ 
ship, Aquaman slips aboard and puts an end to their dirty work. 
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Adventure Comics #116 
(May 1947) 

―Peril of Pearl Valley!‖ 
art by Louis Cazeneuve 

 
The harbor of the island of Luna 

Vaya is rich in oysters and pearls, but the 
natives fear to dive for them.  Only a 
white man named Menken can harvest 
this fortune, for only he is capable of 
avoiding the monster that lives in the 
harbor. 

In reality, the monster is a set of 
mechanical tentacles that Menken can 
activate from shore.  His scam is to keep 
the natives away while he cultivates 
special ―fake‖ pearls of his own. 

 
 
 

 

However, Aquaman hears of the ―monster‖ and decides to 
investigate.  He quickly uncovers the deception, and while 
Aquaman destroys the machinery, Menken is seized by a real 
octopus and killed before Aquaman can come to his rescue. 
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